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1. Purpose. This manual provides information, foundation exploration and
testing procedures, load test methods, analysis techniques, allowable criteria, design procedures, and construction consideration for the selection,
design, and installation of pile foundations. The guidance is based on the
present state of the technology for pile-soil-structure-foundation interaction
behavior. This manual provides design guidance intended specifically for the
geotechnical and structural engineer but also provides essential information
for others interested in pile foundations such as the construction engineer in
understanding construction techniques related to pile behavior during installation. Since the understanding of the physical causes of pile foundation
behavior is actively expanding by better definition through ongoing research,
prototype, model pile, and pile group testing and development of more refined
analytical models, this manual is intended to provide examples and procedures
of what has been proven successful. This is not the last nor final word on
the state of the art for this technology. We expect, as further practical
design and installation procedures are developed from the expansion of this
technology, that these updates will be issued as changes to this manual.
2. Applicability. This manual is applicable to all USACE commands having
civil works responsibilities, especially those geotechnical and structural
engineers charged with the responsibility for design and installation of safe
and economical pile foundations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1-1. Purpose. This manual provides information, foundation exploration and
testing procedures, load test methods, analysis techniques, design criteria
and procedures, and construction considerations for the selection, design, and
installation of pile foundations. The guidance is based on the present state
of technology for pile-soil-structure-foundation interaction behavior. This
manual provides design guidance intended specifically for geotechnical and
structural engineers and essential information for others interested in understanding construction techniques related to pile behavior during installation.
The understanding of pile foundation behavior is actively expanding by ongoing
research, prototype, model pile, and pile group testing and development of
more refined analytical models. However, this manual is intended to provide
examples and procedures of proven technology. This manual will be updated as
changes in design and installation procedures are developed.
1-2. Applicability. This manual is applicable to all USACE commands having
civil works responsibilities, especially those geotechnical and structural
engineers charged with the responsibility for design and installation of safe
and economical pile foundations.
1-3.

References, Bibliographical and Related Material.
a.

US Army Corps of Engineers Directives are listed in Appendix A.

b. Bibliographical and related material is listed in Appendix B,
numbered, and cited in the text by the corresponding item number. These
selections pertain to pile foundations for general knowledge and contain
further expanded and related material.
c. A series of computer programs are available to assist in analyzing
and designing pile foundations in accordance with the engineering manual.
This series of programs includes:
(1) Pile Group Analysis (CPGA) which is a stiffness analysis of threedimensional pile groups assuming linear elastic pile-soil interaction and a
rigid pile cap.
(2)
of CPGA.

Pile Group Graphics (CPGG) which displays geometry and the results

(3) Pile Group Stiffness (CPGS) which determines the pile head stiffness
coefficients for a single vertical pile, and computes the displacements,
internal forces and moments, and axial and lateral soil pressures acting on a
pile due to specified loads or displacements at the pile head.
(4) Pile Group Dynamics (CPGD) which extends the capability of CPGA to
account for dynamic loading.
(5) Pile Group Concrete (CPGC) which develops the interaction diagrams
and data required to investigate the structural capacity of prestressed
concrete piles.
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(6) Pile Group Interference (CPGI) which investigates the pile layout
for geometric interference due to the intersection of piles during driving.
(7) Pile Group Optimization (CPGO) which solves for the optimal arrangement of a pile group using data and analysis results from GPGA.
(8) Pile Group Base (CPGB) which analyzes a rigid base slab or pile cap
for pile loads determined by CPGA.
(9) Pile Group Flexible (CPGF) which extends the capability of CPGA to
account for the flexibility of the base slab or pile cap.
(10) Pile Group Probabilistic (CPGP) which extends the capability of
CPGI to account for probabilistic variations in pile driving tolerances,
tolerable manufacturing imperfections, pile flexibility, and subsurface
obstructions.
The first five programs are available for use, and the remaining programs are
under development. Other programs will be added to the series as needs are
identified. Currently available programs are fully described in Items 5, 6,
15, and 16, respectively. The theoretical background for these computer
programs and this Engineer Manual will be provided in "Theoretical Manual for
the Design of Pile Foundations." The Theoretical Manual is currently in
preparation and is intended to be a companion volume that provides a detailed
discussion of the techniques used for the design/analysis of pile foundations
as presented in this manual and used in the available computer programs listed
on pp 1-1 and 1-2. It will present the theoretical development of these
engineering procedures, how they were implemented in computer programs, and
discussions on the limitations of each method.
d. A case history of pile driving at Lock and Dam No. 1, Red River
Waterway, is presented in Appendix C.
e.
1-4.

Examples of pile capacity computations are presented in Appendix D.

Definitions.

a. Pile Foundation. In this manual, a pile foundation will be broadly
described as one in which the following is true of the piles:
(1)

Piles are driven, not drilled.

(2)

Standard commercial, not special patent, piles are used.

(3) Usually steel or prestressed concrete piles are used for major hydraulic structures, but reinforced concrete or timber piles should also be
considered.
b. Pile Industry Terms. Since many of the terms used in the piling
(material, equipment, and driving) industry seem to be unique to this industry, it is suggested that reference be made to the Deep Foundations Institute
(Item 32). These definitions are adhered to in this manual.
c. Units of Measurement. The English system of measurement units have
been used exclusively throughout this manual.
1-2
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d. Notations and Symbols. There is no unified set of symbols and nomenclature for the analysis and design of pile groups. Pile technology has
evolved over the last three decades and different symbols appear throughout
the engineering literature for describing the various geotechnical and structural aspects of single pile and pile group behavior. This has presented a
major problem in writing this EM. The following approach was adopted:
(1) It was not practical to develop a unified system of symbols and
nomenclature.
(2) Critical symbols which have attained recognition as defacto standards throughout the profession (such as p-y and t-z curves) and within the
Corps of Engineers (such as X, Y, and Z for the global coordinate axes and 1,
2, and 3 for the local pile coordinate axes) will be identified. Some symbols
may therefore have dual meanings (such as x, y, and z for local coordinates or
as local pile displacements).
e. Style of Presentation. The EM was written in a manner to assist
readers struggling with the difficulties of the symbols and nomenclature and
the inherent technical complexity of pile behavior. Footnotes are used when a
symbol which has a dual meaning is introduced. This minimizes potential problems by explaining the meaning for that particular application and gives the
key references for a detailed explanation.
f. Alternative Foundation Designs. The first consideration in the design of a structural foundation should be the subsurface investigation. The
data from such investigations should be evaluated to determine whether or not
the use of a pile foundation is necessary. If such studies, together with
studies of the soil properties, reveal that detrimental settlement can be
avoided by more economical methods or that a pile foundation will not prevent
detrimental settlement, then piles should not be used. A preliminary selection of the pile type may usually be made from a study of the foundation
investigations. However, the nature of the structure, type of applied loads,
and technical and economic feasibility must be considered in the determination
of pile type, length, spacing, batters, etc.
(1) If the boring data reveal that timber piles would not be damaged by
driving, such type may be considered. Steel bearing piles may be desirable if
boulders or hard strata are present in the area of pile driving. In deposits
of sands, silts, and clays that are relatively free of boulders, consideration
should be given to the use of concrete piles. However, considerable difficulty and problems often occur in driving displacement piles in granular soils
such as sands, silty-sands, and sandy silts.
(2) The load-bearing stratum or strata can be selected from a study of
the soil profiles and characteristics of the soil. By estimating the required
length of penetration into the load-bearing material, the lengths of piles may
be reasonably approximated. In designing friction pile foundations, advantage
should be taken of increased capacity with greater depths by favoring fewer
piles with greater lengths.
(3) In cases where piles are to be driven into or underlain by cohesive
soils, the foundation should be investigated to determine the type and length
of piles and the size and shape of the structural foundation which will result
in a minimum of ultimate settlement. In wide foundations, long, heavily
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loaded, widely spaced piles will result in less settlement than short, lightly
loaded, closely spaced piles.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
2-1. General. Many factors must be considered when selecting an appropriate
foundation for a hydraulic structure. This chapter presents criteria and
methods for selecting the best type of foundation. Information is presented
to identify the feasible foundation alternatives for more detailed study. The
final selection should be based on an evaluation of engineering feasibility
and comparative costs for the potential alternatives considering such factors
as safety, reliability, constructability, and life cycle performance. This
chapter also presents general criteria for feature design. Such criteria
pertain to the type and function of the structure, the nature of the applied
loads, and the type of foundation material. The requirements for a subsurface
investigation program are also presented.
2-2. Structural and Geotechnical Coordination. A fully coordinated effort
from geotechnical and structural engineers and geologists should ensure that
the result of the pile foundation analysis is properly integrated into the
overall foundation design. This coordination extends through plans and
specifications, preconstruction meetings, and construction. Some of the
critical aspects of the design process which require coordination are:
a.

Preliminary and final selection of pile type.

b.

Allowable deflections at the groundline and fixity of the pile head.

c. Preliminary evaluation of geotechnical data and subsurface
conditions.
d. Selection of loading conditions, loading effects, potential failure
mechanisms, and other related features of the analytical models.
e.

Minimum pile spacing and maximum batter.

f.

Lateral resistance of soil.

g.

Required pile length and axial capacity.

(1)

Maximum stresses during handling, driving, and service loading.

(2)

Load testing and monitoring programs.

h.

Driveability of the pile to the selected capacity.

2-3. Design Considerations. The pile foundation analysis is based upon
several simplifying assumptions which affect the accuracy of the results. The
computed results must always be reviewed with engineering judgement by the
design engineer to assure that the values are reasonable. Also, the analysis
results should be compared with load test results.
a. Functional Significance of Structure. The type, purpose, and function of the structure affect decisions regarding subsurface investigation programs, analytical methods, construction procedures and inspection, and
performance monitoring. Generally, the proposed structure should be evaluated
2-1
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on the basis of the consequences of failure, that is, the potential for loss
of lives and property, economic losses both local and national, compromising
the national defense, and adverse public opinion. The designer must be aware
of these factors so that a rational approach may be taken throughout the analysis, design, and construction of the project. In order to reduce the
potential for failure, as well as to minimize the cost, the designer must
apply appropriate factors of safety to the design. These factors of safety
are based on the functional significance of the structure, the level of
confidence in the foundation parameters, the adequacy of the analysis tools,
and the level of construction controls.
b. Definitions of Failure. Structure or foundation failures can be
categorized as an actual collapse or a functional failure. Functional failure
can be due to excessive deflection, unacceptable differential movements, excessive vibration, and premature deterioration due to environmental factors.
For critical structures, failure to meet functional requirements may be as
serious as the actual collapse of a lesser structure. Therefore, designers
should be cognizant not only of the degree of safety against collapse but also
of effects of settlement and vibration on the functional performance.
c. Factors of Safety. Factors of safety represent reserve capacity
which a foundation or structure has against collapse for a given set of loads
and design conditions. Uncertain design parameters and loads, require a
higher factor of safety than required when the design parameters are well
known. For most hydraulic structures, designers should have a high level of
confidence in the soil and pile parameters and the analysis.
Therefore,
uncertainty in the analysis and design parameters should be minimized rather
than requiring a high factor of safety. For less significant structures, it
is permissible to use larger factors of safety if it is not economical to
reduce the uncertainty in the analysis and design by performing additional
studies, testing, etc. Also, factors of safety must be selected to assure
satisfactory performance for service conditions. Failure of critical components to perform as expected can be as detrimental as an actual collapse.
Therefore, it is imperative that in choosing a design approach, the designer
consider the functional significance of the project, the degree of uncertainty
in the design parameters and the analytical approach, and the probability of
failure due to both collapse and functional inadequacy.
d. Soil-Structure Considerations for Analysis. The functional significance and economic considerations of the structure will determine the type
and degree of the foundation exploration and testing program, the pile test
program, the settlement and seepage analyses, and the analytical models for
the pile and structure. For critical structures the foundation testing program should clearly define the necessary parameters for the design of the pile
foundation, such as soil types and profiles, soil strengths, etc. (Paragraphs 3-1 and 3-2 give further details.) Although pile load tests are usually expensive and time consuming, they are invaluable for confirming or
modifying a pile foundation design during the construction phase. A wellplanned and monitored pile load test program will usually save money by
allowing the designer to utilize a lower factor of safety or by modifying the
required number or length of piles required. A pile load test program should
be considered for all large structures for which a pile foundation is required. (Paragraph 3-6 gives further details.) Depending upon the type of
foundation material, the nature of the loading, the location of the ground
water, and the functional requirements of the structure, a detailed seepage
2-2
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analysis and/or pile settlement analysis may also be required to define
adequately the pile-soil load transfer mechanism and the resulting parameters
necessary for an adequate pile design. Where differential movement between
monoliths is a concern, an accurate estimate of pile settlement may be
crucial, particularly if the monoliths have significantly different load
levels. (Paragraphs 3-4 and 4-4 give further discussions.) Decisions
regarding the type and sophistication of the analytical models for the pile
and the structure should also be made with the functional significance of the
structure in mind. For example, it may be satisfactory to analyze the pile
foundation for a small, lightly loaded structure based on conservative
assumptions for pile parameters and a crude structural model; however, a
larger, more important structure would probably require a detailed single pile
analysis to establish the proper pile parameters. Perhaps it would even be
necessary to use a structural model capable of considering the actual structural stiffness to insure correct load distribution to the piles. (See paragraph 4-5 for further discussion.)
e. Construction and Service Considerations. No matter how thorough and
well researched a design may be, it is only as good as its execution in the
field. The proof of the entire design and construction process is in the
performance of the final product under service conditions. Therefore, the
designer should consider the analysis and design of a structure and its
foundation as parts of an engineering process that culminates with the
successful long-term performance of the structure for its intended purposes.
The designer prepares the specifications and instructions for field personnel
to assure the proper execution of the design. The designer must discuss critical aspects of the design with construction personnel to make sure that there
is a thorough understanding of important design features. For critical
structures a representative of the design office should be present in the
field on a continuous basis. One such example would be a major pile test
program where the execution of the pile test and the gathering of data is
critical for both a successful testing program and verification of design
assumptions. Another critical activity that requires close cooperation
between the field and the designer is the installation of the foundation
piling. The designer should be involved in this phase to the extent necessary
to be confident that the design is being properly executed in the field. As a
general principle, designers should make frequent visits to the construction
site not only to ensure that the design intent is being fulfilled but also to
familiarize themselves with construction procedures and problems to improve on
future designs and complete as-built records. Once the project is in operation, the designer should obtain feedback on how well the structure is
fulfilling its operational purposes. This may require that instrumentation be
a part of the design or may take the form of feedback from operating personnel
and periodic inspections.
2-4.

Nature of Loadings.

a. Usual. Usual loads refer to conditions which are related to the primary function of a structure and can be reasonably expected to occur during
the economic service life. The loading effects may be of either a long term,
constant or an intermittent, repetitive nature. Pile allowable loads and
stresses should include a conservative safety factor for such conditions. The
pile foundation layout should be designed to be most efficient for these
loads.
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b. Unusual. Unusual loads refer to construction, operation or maintenance conditions which are of relatively short duration or infrequent occurrence. Risks associated with injuries or property losses can be reliably
controlled by specifying the sequence or duration of activities, and/or by
monitoring performance. Only minor cosmetic damage to the structure may occur
during these conditions. Lower factors of safety may be used for such loadings, or overstress factors may be applied to the allowables for these loads.
A less efficient pile layout is acceptable for these conditions.
c. Extreme. Extreme loads refer to events which are highly improbable
and can be regarded as emergency conditions. Such events may be associated
with major accidents involving impacts or explosions and natural disasters due
to earthquakes or hurricanes which have a frequency of occurrence that greatly
exceeds the economic service life of the structure. Extreme loadings may also
result from a combination of unusual loading effects. The basic design concept for normal loading conditions should be efficiently adapted to accommodate extreme loading effects without experiencing a catastrophic failure.
Extreme loadings may cause significant structural damage which partially
impairs the operational functions and requires major rehabilitation or replacement of the structure. The behavior of pile foundations during extreme
seismic events is a phenomenon which is not fully understood at present. The
existing general approach is to investigate the effects of earthquake loading
at sites in seismic Zones 1 or 2 by applying psuedostatic forces to the
structure and using appropriate subgrade parameters. In Zones 3 or 4 a
dynamic analysis of the pile group is appropriate. Selection of minimum
safety factors for extreme seismic events must be consistent with the seismologic technique used to estimate the earthquake magnitude. Designing for pile
ductility in high risk seismic regions is very important because it is very
difficult to assess pile damage after earthquakes and the potential repair
costs are very large. Effects related to liquefaction of subsurface strata
are discussed in paragraph 3-5.
2-5.

Foundation Material.

a. Known Data. After a general site for a project is selected, the designer should make a site visit to examine the topography at the site. Rock
outcrops or highway cuts on or near the site may provide valuable information
of the subsurface conditions. An examination of existing structures in the
vicinity may also provide information.
A visit to the local building department may provide foundation information and boring logs for nearby buildings.
The highway department may have soil and geological information in the area
for existing roads and bridges. Valuable soil and geological information can
be obtained from other governmental agencies, such as the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), Soil Conservation Service (SCS), Bureau of Records,
etc., for even remotely located areas. Colleagues may be able to provide
information on projects they have worked on in the area. Check the files for
previous jobs your office might have built or explored in the area.
b. Similar Sites. It is important to determine the geological history
of the site and geological origins of the material that exists at the site.
The geological history of the site will provide information on the properties
of the different geological zones and may allow the designer to find sites
with similar geological origins where data are available on the soil and rock
properties and on pile behavior.
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c. Exploration Requirements. The designer must lay out an exploration
and testing program that will identify the various material zones and their
properties. This exploration and testing program shall identify the various
soil and rock layers at the site; the groundwater table, water quality, and
existing aquifers; and information relating to faults at the site. The above
information should be obtained to the degree that is necessary to design an
adequate foundation for the proposed structure.
2-6.

Identification and Evaluation of Pile Alternatives.

a. General. Structures may be founded on rock, on strong or weak soils,
cohesive or noncohesive soils, above ground level, below water level, etc.
The type of foundation used to support a structure depends on local conditions. After obtaining a general evaluation of the subsurface conditions
the engineer should attempt to identify all potential useful foundation alternatives for a structure. Three basic types of foundations are available:
soil-founded, various types of piles, and piers or caissons. Each of these
foundation types has many subcategories. The following paragraphs provide a
short description and evaluation of the various pile types.
b. Piles. The purpose of a pile foundation is to transfer and distribute load through a material or stratum with inadequate bearing, sliding or uplift capacity to a firmer stratum that is capable of supporting the load
without detrimental displacement. A wide range of pile types is available for
applications with various soil types and structural requirements. A short
description of features of common types of piles follows:
(1) Steel H-Piles. Steel H-piles have significant advantages over other
types of piles. They can provide high axial working capacity, exceeding
400 kips. They may be obtained in a wide variety of sizes and lengths and may
be easily handled, spliced, and cut off. H-piles displace little soil and are
fairly easy to drive. They can penetrate obstacles better than most piles,
with less damage to the pile from the obstacle or from hard driving. The major disadvantages of steel H-piles are the high material costs for steel and
possible long delivery time for mill orders. H-piles may also be subject to
excessive corrosion in certain environments unless preventive measures are
used. Pile shoes are required when driving in dense sand strata, gravel
strata, cobble-boulder zones, and when driving piles to refusal on a hard
layer of bedrock.
(2) Steel Pipe Piles. Steel pipe piles may be driven open- or closedend and may be filled with concrete or left unfilled. Concrete filled pipe
piles may provide very high load capacity, over 1,000 kips in some cases.
Installation of pipe piles is more difficult than H-piles because closed-end
piles displace more soil, and open-ended pipe piles tend to form a soil plug
at the bottom and act like a closed-end pile. Handling, splicing, and cutting
are easy. Pipe piles have disadvantages similar to H-piles (i.e., high steel
costs, long delivery time, and potential corrosion problems).
(3) Precast Concrete. Precast concrete piles are usually prestressed to
withstand driving and handling stresses. Axial load capacity may reach
500 kips or more. They have high load capacity as friction piles in sand or
where tip bearing on soil is important. Concrete piles are usually durable
and corrosion resistant and are often used where the pile must extend above
ground. However, in some salt water applications durability is also a problem
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with precast concrete piles. Handling of long piles and driving of precast
concrete piles are more difficult than for steel piles. For prestressed
piles, when the required length is not known precisely, cutting is much more
critical, and splicing is more difficult when needed to transfer tensile and
lateral forces from the pile head to the base slab.
(4) Cast-in-Place Concrete. Cast-in-place concrete piles are shafts of
concrete cast in thin shell pipes, top driven in the soil, and usually closed
end. Such piles can provide up to a 200-kip capacity. The chief advantage
over precast piles is the ease of changing lengths by cutting or splicing the
shell. The material cost of cast-in-place piles is relatively low. They are
not feasible when driving through hard soils or rock.
(5) Mandrel-Driven Piles. Mandrel-driven piles are thin steel shells
driven in the ground with a mandrel and then filled with concrete. Such piles
can provide up to a 200-kip capacity. The disadvantages are that such piles
usually require patented, franchised systems for installation and installation
is not as simple as for steel or precast concrete piles. They offer the
advantage of lesser steel costs since thinner material can be used than is the
case for top-driven piles. The heavy mandrel makes high capacities possible.
Mandrel-driven piles may be very difficult to increase in length since the
maximum pile length that can be driven is limited by the length of the mandrel
available at the site. Contractors may claim extra costs if required to bring
a longer mandrel to the site.
(6) Timber. Timber piles are relatively inexpensive, short, lowcapacity piles. Long Douglas Fir piles are available but they will be more
expensive. They may be desirable in some applications such as particular
types of corrosive groundwater. Loads are usually limited to 70 kips. The
piles are very convenient for handling. Untreated timber piles are highly
susceptible to decay, insects, and borers in certain environments. They are
easily damaged during hard driving and are inconvenient to splice.
c.

Evaluation of Pile Types.

(1) Load Capacity and Pile Spacing. Of prime importance is the loadcarrying capacity of the piles. In determining the capacity of a pile foundation, it is important to consider the pile spacing along with the capacity of
individual piles. The lateral load resistance of the piles may also be
important since lateral loads can induce high bending stresses in a pile.
(2) Constructability. The influence of anticipated subsurface and surface effects on constructability must be considered. Piles susceptible to
damage during hard driving are less likely to penetrate hard strata or gravel
and boulder zones. Soil disturbance or transmission of driving vibrations
during construction may damage adjacent piles or structures. Pile spacing and
batters must be selected to prevent interference with other structural
components during driving. The ease of cutting or splicing a pile may also
affect constructability.
(3) Performance. The pile foundation must perform as designed for the
life of the structure. Performance can be described in terms of structural
displacements which may be just as harmful to a structure as an actual pile
failure. The load capacity should not degrade over time due to deterioration
of the pile material.
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(4)
they must
important
order and

Availability. Piles must be available in the lengths required, or
be spliced or cut off. Project scheduling may make lead time an
consideration, since some piles may require up to 6 months between
delivery.

(5) Cost. Once a pile type satisfies all other criteria, relative cost
becomes a major consideration. For comparisons between types of piles, it may
be adequate to compare the pile cost per load capacity. For example, an installed H-pile may cost $40 per linear foot and have a capacity of 200 kips
for a 50-foot length. The unit capacity cost would then be $10 per kip. A
comparison between unit capacity costs may lead to an obvious exclusion of
certain pile types. The cost evaluation should include all expenses related
to and dependent on the pile foundation. Such costs may include additional
expense for storage or splicing. They may include pressure-relief systems
used to reduce uplift pressures and thus control pile loads. In addition, any
required modifications to the structure to accommodate the piles should be
included in a comparative cost estimate. For example, an increase in base
slab thickness may be required to provide additional embedment for the tops of
the piles.
d. Preliminary Evaluations. All identified foundation alternatives
should first be evaluated for suitability for the intended application and
cost.
For piles, this evaluation should be based on the capacity, availability, constructability, and expected performance of the various types of
piles. Initial evaluation of nonpile alternatives should be based on similar
criteria. This will limit further studies to those foundation alternatives
which are reasonably feasible. During this initial evaluation, it may also
be possible to eliminate from consideration obvious high-cost alternatives.
e. Final Evaluations. The final evaluation and selection should be
based mainly on relative costs of the remaining alternatives. This evaluation
should include the costs of structural or site modifications required to accommodate the foundation type. Cost and other factors may be important in the
selection. Differences in delivery or installation schedules, levels of reliability of performance, and potential construction complications may be considered. When comparing a pile foundation to another type of foundation, it
will be necessary to develop a preliminary pile layout to determine a reasonable estimate of quantities.
2-7.

Field Responsibilities for the Design Engineer.

a. Loading Test. On all major structures with significant foundation
costs, pile load tests are required. On minor structures, pile load tests may
not be required depending on economics, the complexity of the soil conditions,
the loading conditions and the experience the designer has with pile foundations in that area. Load tests of piles should be performed to finalize pile
lengths and to provide information for improving design procedures. Load
tests are performed prior to construction of the pile foundation. Consideration should be given to the use of indicator pile tests, that is the capacity
may be inferred using the pile driving analyzer or other similar technique.
These are powerful tools that can augment but not replace static tests.
b. Field Visits. The quality design of a pile foundation design is only
as good as the as-built conditions. In order to ensure correct installation
of the pile foundation, it is important for the design engineer to visit the
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construction site frequently. Field visits should be made to view critical
construction phases and to discuss progress and potential changes in procedures with the construction representative. Critical items include monitoring
and maintaining detailed records of driving operations, especially:
(1) Driving reports for individual piles - date and times, placement
position and alinement; blow counts, difficulties and interruptions during
driving; installation and location of any pile splices.
(2) General driving data - complete descriptions of driving equipment,
adjustments and changes (leads, hammer, anvil, cap, cushions, etc.); pile
storage and handling procedures; pile interference; pile heave.
(3) Driving restrictions - existing structures in vicinity; driving near
new concrete; limiting water elevation.
c. Instructions to the Field. Instructions to the field are necessary
to convey to field personnel the intent of the design. Instructions to the
field should be conveyed to the field by the designers through a report,
"Engineering Considerations and Instructions for Field Personnel" as required
by EM 1110-2-1910. This report should include the following information to
the field:
(1) Present the design assumptions made regarding interpretation of
subsurface investigation data and field conditions.
(2)

The concepts, assumptions, and special details of the design.

(3) Assistance to field personnel in interpreting the plans and
specifications.
(4) Information to make field personnel aware of critical areas in the
design which require additional control and inspection.
(5) Provide results of wave equation analysis with explanation of application of results to monitor driving operations.
(6) Provide guidance for use of pile driving analyzer to monitor driving
operations.
2-8. Subsurface Conditions. The ultimate axial load capacity of a single
pile is generally accepted to be the total skin friction force between the
soil and the pile plus the tip capacity of the pile, which are dependent on
the subsurface conditions. The ultimate axial capacity of individual friction
piles depends primarily upon the type of soil: soft clay, stiff clay, sand,
or stratified soil layers. In soil deposits that contain layers of varying
stiffness, the ultimate axial pile capacity cannot be equal to the sum of the
peak strength of all the materials in contact with the pile because the peak
strengths are not reached simultaneously. Failure is likely to be progressive. The existence of boulders or cobbles within foundation layers can
present driving problems and hinder determination of ultimate axial capacity
of a single pile.
2-9. Pile Instrumentation. Pile instrumentation can be delineated into three
categories: instrumentation used during pile load tests to obtain design
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data, pile driving analyzer used to control quality of pile installation, and
permanent instrumentation used to gather information during the service life
of the project. Decisions on the type of instrumentation for pile load tests
must be an integral part of the design. The designer should select instrumentation that has sufficient accuracy to measure the required data. Permanent
instrumentation is used to gather data relating to the state of stress and
behavior of the pile under service load conditions. Useful knowledge can be
gained from permanent instrumentation, not only about the behavior of a
particular pile foundation, but also about analysis and design assumptions in
general. Verification (or modification) can be obtained for analytically
derived information such as pile settlement, pile head fixity, location of
maximum moment within the pile, and the distribution of loads to an individual
pile within a group. However, a permanent instrumentation program can be very
expensive and should be considered only on critical projects. Also, effective
use of the instrumentation program depends on a continuing commitment to
gather, reduce, and evaluate the data.
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CHAPTER 3
GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3-1. Subsurface Investigations and Geology. The subsurface explorations are
the first consideration from site selection through design. These investigations should be planned to gain full and accurate information beneath and
immediately adjacent to the structure. The investigation program should cover
the area of the foundation and, as a very minimum, extend 20 feet below the
tip of the longest pile anticipated. The borings should be of sufficient
depth below the pile tip to identify any soft, settlement-prone layers. The
type of soil-boring will be determined by the type of soil profile that
exists. In a clay layer or profile, sufficient undisturbed samples should be
obtained to determine the shear strength and consolidation characteristics of
the clay. The sensitivity of the clay soils will have to be determined, as
strength loss from remolding during installation may reduce ultimate pile
capacity. Shrink-swell characteristics should be investigated in expansive
soils, as they affect both capacity and movement of the foundation. Since
most structures requiring a pile foundation require excavation that changes
the in situ soil confining pressure and possibly affects the blow count, the
standard penetration test commonly performed in granular soils will probably
be of limited use unless the appropriate corrections are made. It should be
understood, however, that the standard penetration test is valid when applied
properly. Where gravels or cobbles are expected, some large diameter soil
borings should be made in order to collect representative samples upon which
to determine their properties. An accurate location of the soil borings
should be made in the field and a map provided in the design documents. An
engineering geologist should be present during the drilling operation to
provide field interpretation. The geologist must have the latitude to relocate the borings to define the subsurface profile in the best way possible.
Geologic interpretations should be provided in the design documents in the
form of geologic maps and/or profiles. The profiles should extend from the
ground surface to well below the deepest foundation element. The accompanying
text and/or maps should fully explain the stratigraphy of the subgrade as well
as its engineering geology characteristics.
3-2. Laboratory and Field Testing. Laboratory determinations of the shear
strength and consolidation properties of the clay and clayey soils should be
performed routinely. For details of performing the individual test, refer to
the laboratory test manual, EM-1110-2-1906. For the construction case in clay
soils, the unconsolidated-undrained triaxial shear (Q) test should be performed. In silts, the consolidated-undrained triaxial shear (R) test, with
pore pressure recorded, should be performed and used to predict the shear
strength of the formation appropriate to the construction and long-term loading cases. In sands, the standard penetration test, or if samples can be
collected, the consolidated-drained triaxial shear test or direct shear test
(S) should be used to predict the shear strength appropriate to the two loading cases. The sensitivity of these soils should be estimated and the appropriate remolded triaxial shear test performed, as well as the shrink-swell
tests, if appropriate. Consolidation tests should be performed throughout the
profile so that the downdrag and/or settlement of the structure may be
estimated. The field testing should include in situ ground-water evaluation.
In situ testing for soil properties may also be used to augment the soil borings but should never be used as a replacement. Some of the more common methods would be the electronic cone penetration test, vane shear, Swedish vane
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borer, or pressuremeter. Geophysical techniques of logging the soil boring,
electric logging, should be employed wherever possible if highly stratified
soils are encountered or expected or if faults need to be located.
3-3. Foundation Modification. Installation of piles will densify loose,
granular materials and may loosen dense, granular materials. This should be
taken into consideration by the designer. For homogeneous stratifications,
the best pile foundations would tend theoretically toward longer piles at a
larger spacing; however, if the piles densify the granular soils, pile driving
may become impossible at great depth. Pile installation affects soils from
about 5 feet to 8 pile tip diameters laterally away from the pile and vertically below the tip; therefore, the designer should exercise judgement as to
the effect that driving will have upon the foundation. In silty subgrades,
the foundations may dilate and lose strength which will not be regained.
Piles can be used to modify foundation soils by densification, but pile
driving may be a costly alternative to subgrade vibration by other means. In
soft clay soils piles could be used to achieve some slight gain in shear
strength; however, there are more cost effective methods to produce the same
or better results, such as surcharge and drainage. It may be necessary to
treat piles or soil to provide isolation from consolidation, downdrag, or
swell. This treatment may be in the form of prebored larger diameter cased
holes or a material applied to the pile to reduce adhesion.
3-4. Groundwater Studies. The groundwater should be evaluated in each of the
soil borings during the field investigation. Piezometers and/or monitoring
wells should be installed and monitored during the various weather cycles. A
determination should be made of all of the groundwater environments beneath
the structure, i.e. perched water tables, artesian conditions and deep aquifers. The field tests mentioned in paragraph 3-2 will be useful in evaluating
the movement of groundwater. Artesian conditions or cases of excess pore
water pressure should also be considered as they tend to reduce the loadcarrying capacity of the soil. An effective weight analysis is the best
method of computing the capacity of piles. For the design of pile foundations
the highest groundwater table elevation should prove to be the worst case for
analysis of pile capacity. However, significant lowering of the water table
during construction may cause installation and later service problems by
inducing densification or consolidation.
3-5. Dynamic Considerations. Under dynamic loading, radical movements of the
foundation and/or surrounding area may be experienced for soils that are subject to liquefaction. Liquefaction is most commonly induced by seismic
loading and rarely by vibrations due to pile driving during construction or
from vibrations occurring during operations. For dynamic loadings from
construction or operations, the attenuation of the vibrations through the
foundation and potential for liquefaction should be evaluated. In seismic
Zones 2, 3, and 4, the potential liquefaction should be evaluated for the
foundations. If soils in the foundation or surrounding area are subject to
liquefaction, the removal or densifaction of the liquefiable material should
be considered, along with alternative foundation designs. The first few
natural frequencies of the structure-foundation system should be evaluated and
compared to the operating frequencies to assure that resonance (not associated
with liquefaction) is not induced.
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3-6.

Pile Load Test.

a. General. The pile load test is intended to validate the computed
capacity for a pile foundation and also to provide information for the
improvement of design rational. Therefore, a test to pile failure or soil/
pile failure should be conducted in lieu of testing to a specified load of
termination. Data from a test should not be used to lengthen or shorten piles
to an extent that their new capacities will vary more than 10 percent from the
test load. Finally, if the pile tests are used to project pile capacity for
tip elevations other than those tested, caution should be exercised. In a
complex or layered foundation, selecting a tip elevation for the service piles
different from the test piles may possibly change the pile capacity to values
other than those projected by the test. As an example, shortening the service
piles may place the tips above a firm bearing stratum into a soft clay layer.
In addition to a loss in bearing capacity, this clay layer may consolidate
over time and cause a transfer of the pile load to another stratum. Lengthening the service piles may cause similar problems and actually reduce the load
capacity of the service piles if the tips are placed below a firm bearing
stratum. Also, extending tips deeper into a firmer bearing may cause driving
problems requiring the use of jetting, predrilling, etc. These techniques
could significantly alter the load capacity of the service piles relative to
the values revealed by the test pile program. A pile load testing program
ideally begins with the driving of probe piles (piles driven at selected
locations with a primary intention of gaining driving information) to gain
knowledge regarding installation, concentrating their location in any suspect
or highly variable areas of the foundation strata. Test piles are selected
from among the probe piles based upon evaluation of the driving information.
The probe and test piles should be driven and tested in advance of the
construction contract to allow hammer selection testing and to allow final
selection of the pile length. Upon completion of the testing program, the
probe/test piles should be extracted and inspected. The test piles, selected
from among the probe piles driven, should be those driven with the hammer
selected for production pile driving if at all possible. In some cases
different hammers will produce piles of different ultimate capacity. Additionally, use of the production hammer will allow a correlation between blow
count and pile capacity which will be helpful during production pile driving.
The pile driving analyzer should be used wherever possible in conjunction with
the probe/test piles. This will allow the pile driving analyzer results to be
correlated with the static tests, and greater reliance can be placed upon
future results when using the analyzer for verifying the driving system
efficiency, capacity, and pile integrity for production piles.
b. Safety Factor for Design. It is normal to apply safety factors to
the ultimate load predicted, theoretically or from field load tests. These
safety factors should be selected judiciously, depending upon a number of
factors, including the consequences of failure and the amount of knowledge
designers have gained relative to the subsurface conditions, loading conditions, life of the structure, etc. In general, safety factors for hydraulic
structures are described in paragraph 4-2C.
c. Basis for Tests. A pile loading test is warranted if a sufficient
number of production piles are to be driven and if a reduced factor of safety
(increased allowable capacity) will result in a sufficient shortening of the
piles so that a potential net cost savings will result. This is based upon
the assumption that when a test pile is not used, a higher safety factor is
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required than when test piles are used. If very few piles are required,
longer piles as required by the higher factor of safety (3.0) may be less
expensive than performing a pile load test, reducing the factor of safety to
2.0, and using shorter piles. Pile load tests should also be performed if the
structure will be subjected to very high loads, cyclic loads of an unusual
nature, or where highly variable soil conditions exist. Special pile load
tests should be performed to determine soil parameters used in design when the
structure is subject to large dynamic loads, such as large reciprocating
machinery, earthquakes, etc.
d. Test Location. The pile load test should be conducted near the base
of the structure with the excavation as nearly complete as possible. If the
pile load test cannot be performed with the excavation completed, it will be
necessary to evaluate and compensate for the additional soil confining
pressure that existed during the load test. Note that casing off soils that
will later be excavated does not provide a solution to this problem. Test
piles should be located so that they can be incorporated into the final work
as service piles if practical.
e. Cautions. A poorly performed pile load test may be worse than having
no test at all. All phases of testing and data collection should be monitored
by an engineer familiar with the project and pile load test procedures and
interpretation. In highly stratified soils where some pile-tip capacity is
used in design computations, care should be taken to keep at least 5 feet or
8 pile tip diameters of embedment into the bearing stratum. Similarly, the
tip should be seated a minimum of 5 feet or 8 pile tip diameters above the
bottom of the bearing stratum. The driving records of any piles driven should
be used to evaluate driveability of the production piles, considering the
possibility of soil densification. In clay formations, where the piles may
tend to creep under load, add in holding periods for the load test and make
sure that the load on the pile is held constant during the holding period. A
reduction in allowable load may be necessary due to settlement under long-term
sustained load (creep). The jack and reference beam should be in the same
plane with the axis of the test pile since deviations will result in erroneous
pile load tests.
3-7. Selection of Shear Strength Parameters. Based upon the geologic interpretation of the stratification, similar soil types may be grouped together
for purposes of analysis. From the triaxial shear test and any other indicator type testing, a plot of both undrained shear strength and soil unit weight
should be plotted versus depth below ground surface. If the data appear
similar in this type of display, then an average trend of undrained shear
strength and soil unit weight may be selected to typify the subgrade clays and
clayey soils. The same procedures would be followed for silty soils with the
exception that the undrained shear strength would be determined from
consolidated-undrained triaxial shear tests (R) with pore pressure measurements. This would be a construction case or short-term loading case, as the
Q case is called. For the long-term case, the shear testing would be represented by the consolidated-drained triaxial shear test or direct shear test
(S) in all soil types. The cases referenced above are shear strength cases of
the soil based upon the soil drainage conditions under which the structural
loadings will be applied. The construction case is the rapid loading without
pore pressure dissipation in the clay or clayey and silty soils represented by
the Q case. The long-term case allows drainage of the soils before or during
loading which is in general represented by the S test. This does not imply
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that the construction case should not include all loads upon the completed
structure. Using the shear strength data from the S test, a soil strength
profile may be developed using the following equation
s = (Σhi γ ’)
tan φ + c
i

(3-1)

where
s = shear strength of the soil
hi = height of any stratum
strength is desired

i

overlying the point at which the

γ ’i = effective unit weight in any stratum
the strength is desired

i

above the point at which

φ = angle of internal friction of the soil at the point at which the
strength is desired
c = cohesion intercept of the soil at the point at which the strength
is desired
The two allowable pile capacities obtained for undrained and drained soil
conditions should be compared and the lower of the two cases selected for use
for any tip penetration. When the design is verified by pile load test, the
pile load test will take precedence in the selection of ultimate pile capacity
and pile tip over the predicted theoretical value in most cases. However, the
test methodology should be compatible with the predicted failure mode; that is
if in the predictions the S case shear strength governs, then a Quick Test
should not be selected since it will best emulate the Q case. In cases where
the S case governs, then the classic slow pile test should be selected. The
designer should also consider using 24-hour load holding periods at 100, 200,
and 300 percent of design load especially when foundation soils are known to
exhibit a tendency to creep. The load test should also include rebound and
reload increments as specified in the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) procedures. The uses of these shear strength parameters are
explained in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
4-1. General. Design of a pile foundation involves solving the complex problem of transferring loads from the structure through the piles to the underlying soil. It involves the analysis of a structure-pile system, the analysis
of a soil-pile system, and the interaction of the two systems, which is highly
nonlinear. Close cooperation between the structural engineers and geotechnical engineers is essential to the development of an effective design. This
chapter addresses the criteria, procedures, and parameters necessary for the
analysis and design of pile foundations.
4-2.

Design Criteria.

a. Applicability and Deviations. The design criteria set forth in this
paragraph are applicable to the design and analysis of a broad range of piles,
soils and structures. Conditions that are site-specific may necessitate variations which must be substantiated by extensive studies and testing of both
the structural properties of the piling and the geotechnical properties of the
foundation.
b.

Loading Conditions.

(1) Usual. These conditions include normal operating and frequent flood
conditions. Basic allowable stresses and safety factors should be used for
this type of loading condition.
(2) Unusual. Higher allowable stresses and lower safety factors may be
used for unusual loading conditions such as maintenance, infrequent floods,
barge impact, construction, or hurricanes. For these conditions allowable
stresses may be increased up to 33 percent. Lower safety factors for pile
capacity may be used, as described in paragraph 4-2c.
(3) Extreme. High allowable stresses and low safety factors are used
for extreme loading conditions such as accidental or natural disasters that
have a very remote probability of occurrence and that involve emergency
maintenance conditions after such disasters. For these conditions allowable
stresses may be increased up to 75 percent. Low safety factors for pile
capacity may be used as described in paragraph 4-2c. An iterative (nonlinear)
analysis of the pile group should be performed to determine that a state of
ductile, stable equilibrium is attainable even if individual piles will be
loaded to their peak, or beyond to their residual capacities. Special
provisions (such as field instrumentation, frequent or continuous field
monitoring of performance, engineering studies and analyses, constraints on
operational or rehabilitation activities, etc.) are required to ensure that
the structure will not catastrophically fail during or after extreme loading
conditions. Deviations from these criteria for extreme loading conditions
should be formulated in consultation with and approved by CECW-ED.
(4) Foundation Properties. Determination of foundation properties is
partially dependent on types of loadings. Soil strength or stiffness, and
therefore pile capacity or stiffness, may depend on whether a load is vibratory, repetitive, or static and whether it is of long or short duration.
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Soil-pile properties should, therefore, be determined for each type of loading
to be considered.
c. Factor of Safety for Pile Capacity. The ultimate axial capacity,
based on geotechnical considerations, should be divided by the following factors of safety to determine the design pile capacity for axial loading:
Method of
Determining Capacity

Loading Condition

Minimum Factor of Safety
Compression
Tension

Theoretical or empirical
prediction to be verified
by pile load test

Usual
Unusual
Extreme

2.0
1.5
1.15

2.0
1.5
1.15

Theoretical or empirical
prediction to be verified
by pile driving analyzer
as described in
Paragraph 5-4a

Usual
Unusual
Extreme

2.5
1.9
1.4

3.0
2.25
1.7

Theoretical or empirical
prediction not verified
by load test

Usual
Unusual
Extreme

3.0
2.25
1.7

3.0
2.25
1.7

The minimum safety factors in the table above are based on experience
using the methods of site investigation, testing and analysis presented herein
and are the basis for standard practice. Deviations from these minimum values
may be justified by extensive foundation investigations and testing which reduce uncertainties related to the variability of the foundation material and
soil strength parameters to a minimum. Such extensive studies should be conducted in consultation with and approved by CECW-ED. These minimum safety
factors also include uncertainties related to factors which affect pile
capacity during installation and the need to provide a design capacity which
exhibits very little nonlinear load-deformation behavior at normal service
load levels.
d. Allowable Stresses in Structural Members. Allowable design stresses
for service loads should be limited to the values described in the following
paragraphs. For unusual loadings as described in paragraph 4-2b(2), the
allowable stresses may be increased by one third.
(1) Steel Piles. Allowable tension and compression stresses are given
for both the lower and upper regions of the pile. Since the lower region of
the pile is subject to damage during driving, the basic allowable stress
should reflect a high factor of safety. The distribution of allowable axial
tension or compression stress along the length of the pile is shown in
Figure 4-1. This factor of safety may be decreased if more is known about the
actual driving conditions. Pile shoes should be used when driving in dense
sand strata, gravel strata, cobble-boulder zones, and when driving piles to
refusal on a hard layer of bedrock. Bending effects are usually minimal in
the lower region of the pile. The upper region of the pile may be subject to
the effects of bending and buckling as well as axial load. Since damage in
the upper region is usually apparent during driving, a higher allowable stress
is permitted. The upper region of the pile is actually designed as a
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beam-column, with due consideration to lateral support conditions.
allowable stresses for fully supported piles are as follows:

The

Tension or Compression in lower pile region
Concentric axial tension or compression
only 10 kips per square inch
(1/3 × Fy × 5/6)

10 kips per square
inch (ksi) for A-36
material

Concentric axial tension or compression
only with driving shoes (1/3 × Fy)

12 ksi for A-36
material

Concentric axial tension or compression
only with driving shoes, at least one
axial load test and use of a pile driving
analyzer to verify the pile capacity and
integrity (1/2.5 × Fy)

14.5 ksi for A-36
material

Combined bending and axial compression in upper pile region:

where
fa = computed axial unit stress
Fa = allowable axial stress
Fa =

5
3
_
_
_1
×
Fy =
Fy = 18 ksi (for A-36 material)
6
5
2

fbx and fby = computed unit bending stress
Fb = allowable bending stress
Fb =

5
3
_
_
_1
×
Fy =
Fy = 18 ksi (for A-36 noncompact sections)
6
5
2

Fb =

5
2
_
_
_5
×
Fy =
Fy = 20 ksi (for A-36 compact sections)
6
3
9

or
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Figure 4-1.

Allowable tension and compression
stress for steel piles

For laterally unsupported piles the allowable stresses should be 5/6 of
the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) (Item 21) values for
beam-columns.
(2) Concrete Piles. Design criteria for four types of concrete piles
(prestressed, reinforced, cast-in-place and mandrel driven) are presented in
the following paragraphs.
(a) Prestressed Concrete Piles. Prestressed concrete piles are used
frequently and must be designed to satisfy both strength and serviceability
requirements. Strength design should follow the basic criteria set forth by
the American Concrete Institute (ACI) 318 (Item 19) except the strength reduction factor (0
/) shall be 0.7 for all failure modes and the load factor shall
be 1.9 for both dead and live loads. The specified load and strength reduction factors provide a safety factor equal to 2.7 for all combinations of dead
and live loads. To account for accidental eccentricities, the axial strength
of the pile shall be limited to 80 percent of pure axial strength, or the pile
shall be designed for a minimum eccentricity equal to 10 percent of the pile
width. Strength interaction diagrams for prestressed concrete piles may be
developed using the computer program CPGC (Item 16). Control of cracking in
prestressed piles is achieved by limiting the concrete compressive and tensile
stresses under service conditions to the values indicated in Table 4-1. The
allowable compressive stresses for hydraulic structures are limited to
approximately 85 percent of those recommended by ACI Committee 543 (Item 20)
for improved serviceability. Permissible stresses in the prestressing steel
tendons should be in accordance with Item 19. A typical interaction diagram,
depicting both strength and service load designs, is shown in Figure 4-2. The
use of concrete with a compressive strength exceeding 7,000 psi requires
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Table 4-1
Allowable Concrete Stresses, Prestressed Concrete Piles
(Considering Prestress)

Uniform Axial Tension

0

Bending (extreme fiber)
Compression

0.40 f’c

Tension

0

For combined axial load and bending, the concrete stresses should be proportioned so that:
fa + fb + fpc ≤ 0.40 f’c
fa - fb + fpc ≥ 0

Where:
fa = computed axial stress (tension is negative)
fb = computed bending stress (tension is negative)
fpc = effective prestress
f’c = concrete compressive strength

CECW-E approval. For common uses, a minimum effective prestress of 700 psi
compression is required for handling and driving purposes. Excessively long
or short piles may necessitate deviation from the minimum effective prestress
requirement. The capacity of piles may be reduced by slenderness effects when
a portion of the pile is free standing or when the soil is too weak to provide
lateral support. Slenderness effects can be approximated using moment
magnification procedures. The moment magnification methods of ACI 318, as
modified by PCI, "Recommended Practice for the Design of Prestressed Concrete
Columns and Walls" (Item 47), are recommended.
(b) Reinforced Concrete Piles. Reinforced concrete piles shall be designed for strength in accordance with the general requirements of ACI 318
(Item 19) except as modified below. Load factors prescribed in ACI 318 should
be directly applied to hydraulic structures with one alteration. The factored
load combination "U" should be increased by a hydraulic load factor (Hf).
This increase should lead to improved serviceability and will yield stiffer
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Figure 4-2. Typical interaction diagram, 16 × 16 in.
square prestressed concrete pile

members than those designed solely by ACI 318. The hydraulic load factor
shall be 1.3 for reinforcement calculations in flexure or compression, 1.65
for reinforcement in direct tension, and 1.3 for reinforcement in diagonal
tension (shear). The shear reinforcement calculation should deduct the shear
carried by the concrete prior to application of the hydraulic load factor. As
an alternate to the prescribed ACI load factors, a single load factor of 1.7
can be used. The 1.7 should then be multiplied by Hf. The axial compression
strength of the pile shall be limited to 80 percent of the ultimate axial
strength, or the pile shall be designed for a minimum eccentricity equal to
10 percent of the pile width. Strength interaction diagrams for reinforced
concrete piles may be developed using the Corps computer program CASTR
(Item 18). Slenderness effects can be approximated using the ACI moment
magnification procedures.
(c) Cast-in-Place and Mandrel-Driven Piles. For a cast-in-place pile,
the casing is top-driven without the aid of a mandrel, and the casing typically has a wall thickness ranging from 9 gage to 1/4 inch. The casing must
be of sufficient thickness to withstand stresses due to the driving operation
and maintain the cross section of the pile. The casing thickness for mandreldriven piles is normally 14 gage. Cast-in-place and mandrel-driven piles
should be designed for service conditions and stresses limited to those values
listed in Table 4-2. The allowable compressive stresses are reduced from
those recommended by ACI 543 (Item 20), as explained for prestressed concrete
piles. Cast-in-place and mandrel-driven piles shall be used only when full
embedment and full lateral support are assured and under conditions which
produce zero or small end moments, so that compression always controls. In
order for a pile to qualify as confined, the steel casing must be 14 gage
(US Standard) or thicker, be seamless or have spirally welded seams, have a
minimum yield strength of 30 ksi, be 17 inches or less in diameter, not be
exposed to a detrimental corrosive environment, and not be designed to carry a
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Table 4-2
Cast-in-Place and Mandrel-Driven Piles, Allowable Concrete Stresses
(Participation of steel casing or shell disallowed)

Uniform Axial Compression
Confined

0.33 f’c

Unconfined

0.27 f’c

Uniform Axial Tension

0

Bending (extreme fiber)
Compression

0.40 f’c

Tension

0

For combined axial load and bending, the concrete stresses should be proportioned so that:

Where:
fa = computed axial stress
Fa = allowable axial stress
fb = computed bending stress
Fb = allowable bending stress
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portion of the working load. Items not specifically addressed in this
paragraph shall be in accordance with ACI 543.
(3) Timber Piles. Representative allowable stresses for pressuretreated round timber piles for normal load duration in hydraulic structures
are:
Compression
Parallel to
Grain (psi)
Fa

Bending
(psi)
Fb

Pacific
Coast (a)*
Douglas Fir

875

1,700

Southern Pine
(a)(b)*

825

1,650

Species

Compression
Perpendicular
to Grain
(psi)

Modulus
of
Elasticity
(psi)

95

190

1,500,000

90

205

1,500,000

Horizontal
Shear
(psi)

(a) The working stresses for compression parallel to grain in Douglas
Fir and Southern Pine may be increased by 0.2 percent for each foot of length
from the tip of the pile to the critical section. For compression perpendicular to grain, an increase of 2.5 psi per foot of length is recommended.
(b) Values for Southern Pine are weighted for longleaf, slash, loblolly
and shortleaf representatives of piles in use.
(c) The above working stresses have been adjusted to compensate
strength reductions due to conditioning and treatment. For untreated
piles that are air-dried or kiln-dried before pressure treatment, the
working stresses should be increased by dividing the tabulated values
following factors:
Pacific Coast Douglas Fir:
Southern Pine:

for
piles or
above
by the

0.90
0.85

(d) The allowable stresses for compression parallel to the grain and
bending, derived in accordance with ASTM D2899, are reduced by a safety factor
of 1.2 in order to comply with the general intent of Paragraph 13.1 of
ASTM D2899 (Item 22).
(e) For hydraulic structures, the above values, except for the modulus
of elasticity, have been reduced by dividing by a factor of 1.2. This additional reduction recognizes the difference in loading effects between the ASTM
normal load duration and the longer load duration typical of hydraulic structures, and the uncertainties regarding strength reduction due to conditioning
processes prior to treatment. For combined axial load and bending, stresses
should be so proportioned that:
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where
fa = computed axial stress
Fa = allowable axial stress
fb = computed bending stress
Fb = allowable bending stress
e. Deformations. Horizontal and vertical displacements resulting from
applied loads should be limited to ensure proper operation and integrity of
the structure. Experience has shown that a vertical deformation of 1/4 inch
and a lateral deformation of 1/4 to 1/2 inch at the pile cap are representative of long-term movements of structures such as locks and dams. Operational
requirements may dictate more rigid restrictions and deformations. For other
structures such as piers, larger deformations may be allowed if the stresses
in the structure and the piles are not excessive. Since the elastic spring
constants used in the pile group analysis discussed later are based on a
linear load versus deformation relationship at a specified deformation, it is
important to keep the computed deformations at or below the specified value.
Long-term lateral deformations may be larger than the computed values or the
values obtained from load tests due to creep or plastic flow. Lateral
deflection may also increase due to cyclic loading and close spacing. These
conditions should be investigated when determining the maximum predicted
displacement.
f. Allowable Driving Stresses. Axial driving stresses calculated by
wave equation analysis should be limited to the values shown in Figure 4-3.
g.

Geometric Constraints.

(1) Pile Spacing. In determining the spacing of piles, consideration
should be given to the characteristics of the soil and to the length, size,
driving tolerance, batter, and shape of the piles. If piles are spaced too
closely, the bearing value and lateral resistance of each pile will be reduced, and there is danger of heaving of the foundation, and uplifting or
damaging other piles already driven. In general, it is recommended that endbearing piles be spaced not less than three pile diameters on centers and that
friction piles, depending on the characteristics of the piles and soil, be
spaced a minimum of three to five pile diameters on center. Piles must be
spaced to avoid tip interference due to specified driving tolerances. See
paragraph 5-2a(3) for typical tolerances. Pile layouts should be checked for
pile interference using CPGI, a program which is being currently developed and
is discussed in paragraph 1-3c(b).
(2) Pile Batter. Batter piles are used to support structures subjected
to large lateral loads, or if the upper foundation stratum will not adequately
resist lateral movement of vertical piles. Piles may be battered in opposite
directions or used in combination with vertical piles. The axial load on a
batter pile should not exceed the allowable design load for a vertical pile.
It is very difficult to drive piles with a batter greater than 1 horizontal to
2 vertical. The driving efficiency of the hammer is decreased as the batter
increases.
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Figure 4-3.

Prestressed concrete pile
driving stresses

4-3. Pile Capacity. Pile capacities should be computed by experienced
designers thoroughly familiar with the various types of piles, how piles behave when loaded, and the soil conditions that exist at the site.
a. Axial Pile Capacity.
by the following formula:

The axial capacity of a pile may be represented

Qult = Qs + Qt
Qs = fsAs
Qt = qAt
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where
Qult = ultimate pile capacity
Qs = shaft resistance of the pile due to skin friction
Qt = tip resistance of the pile due to end bearing
fs = average unit skin resistance
As = surface area of the shaft in contact with the soil
q = unit tip-bearing capacity
At = effective (gross) area of the tip of the pile in contact with the
soil
(1)

Piles in Cohesionless Soil.

(a) Skin Friction. For design purposes the skin friction of piles in
sand increase linearly to an assumed critical depth (Dc) and then remain
constant below that depth. The critical depth varies between 10 to 20 pile
diameters or widths (B), depending on the relative density of the sand. The
critical depth is assumed as:
Dc = 10B

for loose sands

Dc = 15B

for medium dense sands

Dc = 20B

for dense sands

The unit skin friction acting on the pile shaft may be determined by the following equations:
fs = Kσ’v tan δ
σ’v = γ’D
σ’v = γ’Dc

for

for

D < Dc
D ≥ Dc

Qs = fsAs

where
K = lateral earth pressure coefficient (Kc
Kt for tension piles)

for compression piles and

σ’v = effective overburden pressure
δ = angle of friction between the soil and the pile
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γ’ = effective unit weight of soil
D = depth along the pile at which the effective overburden pressure is
calculated
Values of

δ

are given in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3
Values of δ
δ

Pile Material

0.67 φ to 0.83 φ
0.90 φ to 1.0 φ
0.80 φ to 1.0 φ

Steel
Concrete
Timber

Values of K for piles in compression (Kc) and piles in tension (Kt) are
given in Table 4-4. Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 present ranges of values of δ
and K based upon experience in various soil deposits. These values should
be selected for design based upon experience and pile load test. It is not
intended that the designer would use the minimum reduction of the φ angle
while using the upper range K values.
Table 4-4
Values of

Soil Type
Sand
Silt
Clay
Note:

Kc

K

Kt

1.00 to 2.00
1.00
1.00

0.50 to 0.70
0.50 to 0.70
0.70 to 1.00

The above do not apply to piles that are
prebored, jetted, or installed with a vibratory hammer. Picking K values at the
upper end of the above ranges should be
based on local experience. K , δ , and Nq
values back calculated from load tests may
be used.

For steel H-piles, As should be taken as the block perimeter of the pile and
δ should be the average friction angles of steel against sand and sand
against sand (φ). It should be noted that Table 4-4 is general guidance to be
used unless the long-term engineering practice in the area indicates otherwise. Under prediction of soil strength parameters at load test sites has at
times produced back-calculated values of K that exceed the values in
Table 4-4. It has also been found both theoretically and at some test sites
that the use of displacement piles produces higher values of K than does the
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use of nondisplacement piles. Values of K that have been used satisfactorily but with standard soil data in some locations are as follows in
Table 4-5:
Table 4-5
Common Values for Corrected K
Displacement Piles
Compression
Tension

Soil Type
Sand
Silt
Clay
Note:

2.00
1.25
1.25

0.67
0.50
0.90

Nondisplacement Piles
Compression
Tension
1.50
1.00
1.00

0.50
0.35
0.70

Although these values may be commonly used in some areas
they should not be used without experience and testing to
validate them.

(b) End Bearing. For design purposes the pile-tip
be assumed to increase linearly to a critical depth (Dc)
constant. The same critical depth relationship used for
used for end bearing. The unit tip bearing capacity can
follows:

bearing capacity can
and then remains
skin friction can be
be determined as

q = σ’N
v q
where:
σ’v = γ’D
σ’v = γ’Dc

for
for

D < Dc
D ≥ Dc

For steel H-piles At should be taken as the area included within the block
perimeter. A curve to obtain the Terzaghi-Peck (Item 59) bearing capacity
factor Nq (among values from other theories) is shown in Figure 4-4. To use
the curve one must obtain measured values of the angle of internal friction
(φ) which represents the soil mass.
(c) Tension Capacity. The tension capacity of piles in sand can be calculated as follows using the K values for tension from Table 4-4:
Qult = Qs

tension

(2)

Piles in Cohesive Soil.

(a) Skin Friction. Although called skin friction, the resistance is due
to the cohesion or adhesion of the clay to the pile shaft.
fs = ca
ca = αc
Qs = fsAs
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where
ca = adhesion between the clay and the pile
α = adhesion factor
c = undrained shear strength of the clay from a Q test
The values of
Figure 4-5a.

α

as a function of the undrained shear are given in

Figure 4-4.

Bearing capacity factor

An alternate procedure developed by Semple and Rigden (Item 56) to obtain
values of α which is especially applicable for very long piles is given in
Figure 4-5b where:
α = α1α2
and
fs = αc
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Figure 4-5a.

Figure 4-5b.

Values of

Values of

α

versus undrained shear strength

α1 α2

applicable for very long piles

(b) End Bearing. The pile unit-tip bearing capacity for piles in clay
can be determined from the following equation:

q = 9c
Qt = Atq

However, the movement necessary to develop the tip resistance of piles in clay
soils may be several times larger than that required to develop the skin
friction resistance.
(c) Compression Capacity. By combining the skin friction capacity and
the tip bearing capacity, the ultimate compression capacity may be found as
follows:
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Qult = Qs + Qt

(d) Tension Capacity.
culated as:

The tension capacity of piles in clay may be cal-

Qult = Qs

(e) The pile capacity in normally consolidated clays (cohesive soils)
should also be computed in the long-term S shear strength case. That is,
develop a S case shear strength trend as discussed previously and proceed as
if the soil is drained. The computational method is identical to that
presented for piles in granular soils, and to present the computational
methodology would be redundant. It should be noted however that the shear
strengths in clays in the S case are assumed to be φ > 0 and C = 0 .
Some commonly used S case shear strengths in alluvial soils are as follows
in Table 4-6:
Table 4-6
S Case Shear Strength
Soil Type
Fat clay
Fat clay
Fat clay
Fat clay
Silt

Note:

(3)

(CH)
(CH)
(CH)
(CH)
(ML)

Angle of Internal Friction φ

Consistency
Very soft
Soft
Medium
Stiff

13°
17°
20°
21°
25°

to
to
to
to
to

17°
20°
21°
23°
28°

The designer should perform testing and select shear
strengths. These general data ranges are from test on
specific soils in site specific environments and may not
represent the soil in question.
Piles in Silt.

(a) Skin Friction. The skin friction on a pile in silt is a two component resistance to pile movement contributed by the angle of internal friction
(φ) and the cohesion (c) acting along the pile shaft. That portion of the resistance contributed by the angle of internal friction (φ) is as with the sand
limited to a critical depth of (Dc), below which the frictional portion
remains constant, the limit depths are stated below. That portion of the
resistance contributed by the cohesion may require limit if it is sufficiently
large, see Figures 4-5a and b. The shaft resistance may be computed as
follows:
Kγ’D tan δ + αc
where (D ≤ Dc)
Qs = Asfs
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where
Qs = capacity due to skin resistance
fs = average unit skin resistance
As = surface area of the pile shaft in contact with soil
K = see Table 4-4
α = see Figures 4-5a and b
D = depth below ground up to limit depth

Dc

δ = limit value for shaft friction angle from Table 4-3
(b) End Bearing. The pile tip bearing capacity increases linearly to a
critical depth (Dc) and remains constant below that depth. The critical
depths are given as follows:
Dc = 10 B for loose silts

Dc = 15 B for medium silts

Dc = 20 B for dense silts

The unit and bearing capacity may be computed as follows:
q = σ’N
v q
σ’v = γ’D
σ’v = γ’Dc

for

for

D < Dc
D ≥ Dc

Qt = Atq

where
Nq = Terzaghi bearing capacity factor, Figure 4-4
σ’v = vertical earth pressure at the tip with limits
At = area of the pile tip, as determined for sands
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(c) Compression Capacity. By combining the two incremental contributors, skin friction and end bearing the ultimate capacity of the soil/pile may
be computed as follows:

Qult = Qs + Qt

(d) Tension Capacity. The tension capacity is computed by applying the
appropriate value of Kt from Table 4-4 to the unit skin friction equation
above.

Qult = Qs

tension

(e) It is recommended that when designing pile foundations in silty
soils, considerations be given to selecting a very conservative shear strength
from classical R shear tests. It is further recommended that test piles be
considered as a virtual necessity, and the possibility that pile length may
have to be increased in the field should be considered.
(4) Piles in Layered Soils. Piles are most frequently driven into a
layered soil stratigraphy. For this condition, the preceding methods of
computation may be used on a layer by layer basis. The end bearing capacity
of the pile should be determined from the properties of the layer of soil
where the tip is founded. However, when weak or dissimilar layers of soil
exist within approximately 5 feet or 8 pile tip diameters, whichever is the
larger, of the tip founding elevation the end bearing capacity will be
affected. It is necessary to compute this affect and account for it when
assigning end bearing capacity. In computing the skin resistance, the
contribution of each layer is computed separately, considering the layers
above as a surcharge and applying the appropriate reduction factors for the
soil type within that increment of pile shaft.
(a) Skin Friction. The skin friction contributed by different soil
types may be computed incrementally and summed to find the ultimate capacity.
Consideration should be given to compatibility of strain between layers when
computing the unit skin resistance.

where
fs

= unit skin resistance in layer i

As

= surface area of pile in contact with layer i

i

i

N = total number of layers
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(b)
soil type
mentioned
equations

End Bearing. The pile tip bearing should be computed based upon the
within which the tip is founded, with limits near layer boundaries
above. Using the overlying soil layers as surcharge the following
may be used.
q = σ’N
v q

Sand or Silt:

σ’v = γ’D
σ’v = γ’Dc

for
for

D < Dc
D > Dc

Qt = Atq
Clay:

q = 9c
Qt = Atq

(c) Compression Capacity. By combining the skin resistance and end
bearing, the ultimate capacity of the soil/pile may be computed as follows:
Qult = Qs + Qt

(d) Tension Capacity. The tension capacity may be computed by applying
the appropriate values of Kt from Table 4-4 as appropriate for granular
soils to the incremental computation for each layer and then combining to
yield:

Qult = Qs

tension

(5) Point Bearing Piles. In some cases the pile will be driven to
refusal upon firm good quality rock. In such cases the capacity of the pile
is governed by the structural capacity of the pile or the rock capacity.
(6)

Negative Skin Friction.

(a) Negative skin friction is a downward shear drag acting on piles due
to downward movement of surrounding soil strata relative to the piles. For
such movement of the soils to occur, a segment of the pile must penetrate a
compressible soil stratum that consolidates. The downward drag may be caused
by the placement of fill on compressible soils, lowering of the groundwater
table, or underconsolidated natural or compacted soils. The effect of these
occurrences is to cause the compressible soils surrounding the piles to
consolidate. If the pile tip is in a relatively stiff soil, the upper
compressible stratum will move down relative to the pile, inducing a drag
load. This load can be quite large and must be added to the structural load
for purposes of assessing stresses in the pile. Vesic (Item 60) stated that a
relative downward movement of as little as 0.6 inch of the soil with respect
to the pile may be sufficient to mobilize full negative skin friction. The
geotechnical capacity of the pile is unaffected by downdrag, however downdrag
does serve to increase settlement and increase the stresses in the pile and
pile cap.
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(b) For a pile group, it can be assumed that there is no relative
movement between the piles and the soil between the piles. Therefore, the
total force acting down is equal to the weight of the block of soil held
between the piles, plus the shear along the pile group perimeter due to
negative skin friction. The average downward load transferred to a pile in a
pile group
Qnf can be estimated by

Qnf =

1
_
[AγL + sLP]
N

(1)

where
A = horizontal area bounded by the pile group (cross-sectional area of
piles and enclosed soil)
N = number of piles in pile group
γ = unit weight of fill or compressible soil layers
L = length of embedment above the bottom of the compressible soil layers
s = shear resistance of the soil
P = perimeter of the area A
(c) For a single pile, the downward load transferred to the pile is
equal to the shearing resistance along the pile as shown in Equation 2.

Qnf = sLP’

(2)

where P’ = perimeter of pile. The total applied load (QT) on a pile group or
single pile is the live load, dead load, and the drag load due to negative
skin friction.

where

QT = Q + AγL + sLP (pile group)

(3a)

QT = Q + sLP’

(3b)

(single pile)

Q = live load plus dead load.

(d) Commentary. Equation 1 for pile groups was used by Teng (Item 58)
and Terzaghi and Peck (Item 59). However, in Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn
(Item 46), the shear resistance on the perimeter was eliminated. Both Teng
and Terzaghi and Peck state that the component due to shear resistance is the
larger value. Teng recommends using the lesser of the summation of shear
resistance for individual piles of a pile group and Equation 1. Bowles
(Item 27) and the Department of the Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering Command
(NAVFAC) (Item 33) both use a coefficient relating the overburden pressures to
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the shearing resistance around the pile. NAVFAC gives different values for
clay, silt, and sands and references Garlanger (Item 35), Prediction of
Downdrag Load at the Cutler Circle Bridge. Bowles uses the block perimeter
resistance for a pile group similar to Equation 1. Bowles recommends using
the higher value of Equation 1 and, between the summation of shear resistance
on a single pile, using the coefficient relating overburden pressure to shear
resistance and Equation 1. NAVFAC does not use the block perimeter resistance
for a pile group. For single piles, NAVFAC uses the coefficient times the effective vertical stress.
b. Pile Group Capacity. The pile group capacity for piles in cohesionless and cohesive soils is given below.
(1) Piles in Cohesionless Soil.
defined as:

The pile group efficiency

η =

η

is

Qgroup
____
__
NQult

where
Qgroup = ultimate capacity of a pile group
N = number of piles in a group
Qult = ultimate capacity of a single pile
The ultimate group capacity of driven piles in sand is equal to or greater
than the sum of the ultimate capacity of the single piles. Therefore in
practice, the ultimate group capacity of driven piles in sand not underlain by
a weak layer, should be taken as the sum of the single pile capacities
(η = 1). For piles jetted into sand, η is less than one. For piles underlain by a weak layer, the ultimate group capacity is the smaller of (a) the
sum of the single pile ultimate capacities or (b) the capacity of an equivalent pier with the geometry defined by enclosing the pile group (Item 59).
The base strength should be that of the weak layer.
(2) Piles in Cohesive Soil. The ultimate group capacity of piles in
clay is the smaller of (a) the sum of the single pile ultimate capacities or
(b) the capacity of an equivalent pier (Item 59). The ultimate group capacity
of piles in clay is given by the smaller of the following two equations:

Qgroup = NQult
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where

and:
Bg = width of the pile group
Lg = length of the pile group
D = depth of the pile group
_
c = weighted average
of undrained shear strength over the depth of pile
_
embedment. c should be reduced by α from Figure 4-5.
cb = undrained shear strength at the base of the pile group
This equation applies to a rectangular section only.
for other shapes.

It should be modified

4-4. Settlement. The load transfer settlement relationship for single piles
and pile groups is very complex. Most settlement analysis methods are based
on empirical methods and give only a rough approximation of the actual settlement. However, settlements of single piles and pile groups should be calculated to give the designer a perception of how the structure will perform and
to check that these calculated settlements are within acceptable limits
(paragraph 4-2e). Calculated foundation settlements should be compatible with
the force-movement relationships used in designing the structure.
a.

Single Piles.

(1) Semi-Empirical Method. The semi-empirical method for calculating
the settlement of single piles is the method proposed by Vesic (Item 60). The
settlement of a single pile is given by the equation
w = ws + wpp + wps
where
w = vertical settlement of the top of a single pile
ws = amount of settlement due to the axial deformation of the pile shaft
wpp = amount of settlement of the pile tip due to the load transferred at
the tip
wps = amount of settlement of the pile tip caused by load transmitted
along the pile shaft
The axial deformation of the pile shaft is given by:
ws = (Qp + αsQs)
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where
Qp = tip resistance of the pile for the design load for which the
settlement is being calculated
αs = number that depends on the skin friction distribution along the pile
(Figure 4-6)
Qs = shaft resistance of the pile for the design load for which the
settlement is being calculated
L = length of the pile
A = cross-sectional area of the pile
E = modulus of elasticity of the pile
Lesser values of αs have been observed in long driven piles subject to hard
driving. A typical value for piles driven into dense sand may be around 0.1.
Lesser values of αs are also observed for long, flexible friction piles
where under working loads, only a fraction of the shaft length transmits load.
The settlement at the tip of the pile can be calculated by the following
equations:

wpp =

Cp__
Qp
__
Bq

wps =

Cs__
Qs
__
Dq

where
Cp = empirical coefficient given in Table 4-7
B = pile diameter or width
q = unit ultimate tip bearing capacity
Cs = coefficient given by the following equation
Cs = (0.93 + 0.16
) Cp
D = embedded pile length
The values of Cp given in Table 4-7 are for long-term settlement of the pile
where the bearing stratum beneath the pile tip extends a minimum of 10B
beneath the pile tip and where such soil is of equal or higher stiffness than
that of the soil at the tip elevation. The value of Cp will be lower if
rock exists nearer the pile tip than 10B. If rock exists at 5B beneath the
pile tip, use 88 percent of wpp in the settlement calculations. If rock
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Figure 4-6. Values of αs for different skin
friction distributions (Item 60)
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exists at 1B beneath the pile tip, use 51 percent of wpp in the settlement
calculations. Unless a highly compressible layer exists beneath the pile tip,
consolidation settlement should not be significant and normally does not
exceed 15 percent of the total settlement. If a highly compressible layer
does exist beneath the pile tip, a consolidation-settlement analysis should be
performed to determine the additional long-term settlement that will occur.
Table 4-7
Value of

Cp

Soil Type

Driven Piles

Bored Piles

Sand (dense to loose)
Clay (stiff to soft)
Silt (dense to loose)

0.02 to 0.04
0.02 to 0.03
0.03 to 0.05

0.09 to 0.18
0.03 to 0.06
0.09 to 0.12

(2) Elastic Method. For the elastic method of calculating single pile
settlement, the designer is referred to Item 48.
(3) t-z Curve Methods. The t-z curve methods of calculating settlement
of a single pile requires the use of a computer program and t-z curves (load
transfer relationships for the pile-soil system). A number of computer programs are available from WES (Items 4, 13) for performing t-z curve analyses.
Various load-transfer relationships (t-z curves) exist in supplemental
literature (Items 9, 28, 29, 38, and 61).
b. Pile Groups. A number of methods exist for calculating settlement of
groups of piles. The designer of a pile foundation should be aware that less
is known about settlement of pile groups than any item discussed in this
section.
(1) Group Settlement Factors. The simplest method for calculating settlement of a group of piles implements a group settlement factor.
S = ζ gw

where
S = settlement of a group of piles
ζ g = group settlement factor
w = settlement of a single pile
The simplest expression for the group settlement factor is:
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where
_
B = width of the pile group
B = diameter or width of a single pile
Three things must be kept in mind when using the above method:
(a)

It is an approximate method.

(b) The group settlement factor was determined empirically from pile
groups in sand.
(c) The settlement of a pile group is larger than that of a single pile
with the same load per pile. This method takes that fact into account.
The following expression for the group settlement factor has been used for
pile groups in clay:

where
N = number of piles in group
si = distance from pile i to the location in the group where the group
settlement is to be calculated
(2) Empirical Method. The empirical method for calculating the settlement of a group of piles is the method presented in Item 40. It is based on
the concept that the pile group can be treated as an equivalent pier. For a
group of friction piles, the equivalent footing is assumed to be founded at an
effective depth of two-thirds of the pile embedment in the bearing stratum.
For a group of end bearing piles, the equivalent footing is assumed to be
founded at the pile tips.
(a) Groups in Sand. For calculating the settlement of pile groups in a
homogeneous sand deposit not underlain by a more compressible soil at greater
depth, the following expressions can be used:
_
2p
B
____
_ I
S =
N

I = 1 -

D’
__
_ ≥ 0.5
8B
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where
S = settlement of the pile group in inches
p = net foundation pressure, is defined as the applied load divided by
the horizontal area of the group in tons per square foot
_
B = width of the pile group in feet
I = influence factor of effective group embedment
_
N = average corrected standard penetration resistance in blows per foot
within the zone of settlement (extending to a depth equal to the
pile group width beneath the pile tip in homogeneous soil)
D’ = embedment depth of the equivalent pier
In using the above equation, the measured blow counts should be corrected to
an effective overburden pressure of 1 ton per square foot as suggested in
Item 46. The calculated value of settlement should be doubled for silty sand.
(b) Groups in Clay. The settlement of pile groups
clay layer can be estimated from the initial deformation
properties of the clay. The pile group is treated as an
allowance is made for the effective foundation embedment
stratum thickness as outlined above. (PHT reference)

in clay or above a
and consolidation
equivalent pier and
and compressible

(3) Elastic Methods. For the elastic methods of calculating settlements
of a pile group, the designer is referred to Item 48. These methods require
the estimation of a secant modulus.
(4) Stiffness Method. The stiffness method of analysis of pile groups
as outlined in paragraph 4-5 can be used to calculate settlements of pile
groups. As mentioned for other methods for calculating settlement of pile
groups in clay, this method does not take into account any consolidation of
the clay and must be corrected for settlement due to consolidation if such
consolidation occurs.
4-5.

Pile Group Analysis.

a. General. Several approximate methods for analysis of pile groups
have been used. These graphical or numerical methods distribute applied loads
to each pile within the group based on pile location, batter, and crosssectional area. These approaches did not consider lateral soil resistance,
pile stiffness, pile-head fixity, structure flexibility, or any effects of
pile-soil interaction. Such factors significantly affect the distribution of
forces among the piles and, if ignored, can result in an unconservative and
erroneous pile design. Therefore, these methods should not be used except for
very simple, two-dimensional (2-D) structures where the lateral loads are
small (less than 20 percent of the vertical loads).
b.

Stiffness Methods.

(1) General. The behavior of the structure-pile-soil system is nonlinear. However, it is not practical to apply nonlinear theory to the
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analysis and design of large pile groups in a production mode. Therefore, it
is necessary to develop elastic constants which satisfactorily represent the
nonlinear, nonelastic behavior. An approach for pile group analysis using
force-displacement relationships has been developed. This method, referred to
as the stiffness method, accounts for all of the variables mentioned above.
The stiffness method is based on work published by A. Hrennikoff (Item 37).
This method involves representation of individual pile-soil behavior by axial,
lateral, rotational, and torsional stiffness constants. Individual pile
forces are equal to the corresponding pile displacements times the pile-soil
stiffness. Hrennikoff’s analysis was restricted to two dimensions and piles
with identical properties. Aschenbrenner (Item 26) extended the solution to
three dimensions, and Saul (Item 54) used matrix methods to incorporate
position and batter of piles, and piles of different sizes, and materials.
The Saul approach is the basis for the pile analysis presented in the following paragraphs. These stiffness methods should be used for the analysis and
design of all but the simplest pile groups. This method is implemented in the
computer program CPGA (Item 5).
(2) Pile-Soil Model. In the stiffness method of pile analysis, the
structure is supported by sets of six single degree-of-freedom springs which
are attached to the base of the structure. These springs represent the action
of the pile-soil foundation when the structure is displaced due to applied
forces (Figure 4-7). The pile-load springs are linearly elastic and are used

Figure 4-7.

Spring model of pile-soil interaction
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to account for all the variables and nonlinearities of the foundation. The
behavior of each pile is represented by spring (or stiffness) constants in
matrix form:

{q}i = [B]i {u}i
where

[B]i = matrix of stiffness constants for ith pile

The total foundation stiffness is the summation of all the individual pile
stiffnesses assembled into a global foundation stiffness matrix:

where
[K] = total pile group stiffness
n = number of piles in the foundation
[K]i = stiffness of ith pile transformed to global coordinates
The elastic response of each pile to applied forces is based on a subgrade
reaction assumption. This assumption is that the lateral resistance of the
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soil to pile displacements can be modeled as a series of linear springs connected to an individual pile. Therefore, the behavior of each set of springs
is affected only by the properties of the pile and the surrounding soil and
not by the behavior of adjacent piles. This approximation is necessary for
computational simplicity and to allow for easy adaptability of the model to
complications such as changes in soil type. Analytical results have been compared to actual field results from pile load tests for numerous cases and have
demonstrated that this pile-soil model is satisfactory for the analysis of
pile groups at working load. However, the designer should always be aware of
the model limitations. A more realistic approach is being developed for design. Methods for determining the stiffness constants are presented in
paragraph 4-5c.
(3) Rigid Base Versus Flexible Base. Distribution of the loads applied
by the structure to each pile is affected by many factors. One important
assumption is related to the flexibility of the pile cap. The pile cap
(structure) can be modeled as a rigid or a flexible body. If the structure is
assumed to behave as a rigid body, then the stiffness of the pile cap is infinite relative to the stiffness of the pile-soil system. For a rigid pile
cap deformations within the structure are negligible, and the applied loads
are distributed to each pile on the basis of rigid body behavior (Figure 4-8)
as is the case in CPGA (Item 5). If the pile cap is assumed to be a flexible
body, then the internal deformations of the structure are also modeled and
play an important role in the distribution of the applied loads to each pile
(Figure 4-9). When performing a pile group analysis, one of the first design
decisions that must be made is how to model the flexibility of the structure.
Parametric studies should be performed to determine the effects of the structure stiffness on the pile forces. For example, a pile-founded dam pier could
be idealized using a 2-D beam element for the structure and springs for the
piles. Available computer programs (such as SAP, STRUDL, CFRAME, etc.) can be
used to vary the stiffness of the beams (structure), and the axial and lateral
stiffness of the springs (piles), and thereby determine which pile cap assumption is appropriate. For either type of the pile cap, the piles are modeled
as linear elastic springs.

Figure 4-8.

Rigid pile cap on a spring
(pile) foundation
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Figure 4-9.

Flexible pile cap on
spring (pile)
foundation

(4) Nonlinear Effects. A pile group analysis is normally a linear elastic model. Actual load-deflection relationships for the pile-soil system can
be nonlinear. Programs such as PILGP2R have been developed for nonlinear
analysis of pile groups. The major disadvantage with using nonlinear pile
group analysis programs is that they can only be used to analyze small pile
groups, 30 piles or less. Many pile groups for hydraulic structures consist
of 200 piles or more. Linear elastic pile group programs can approximate
satisfactorily the nonlinear group analysis programs at working loads. A
comparison was conducted for two typical pile groups using PILGP2R to perform
a nonlinear analysis and using CPGA to perform a linear analysis which
approximates nonlinear behavior (Item 45). The results for these two pile
groups were in good agreement. The following methods for choosing stiffness
coefficients are used to perform the linear CPGA analyses which approximately
model nonlinear behavior.
c. Soil and Pile Properties. The soil-pile stiffness is a function of
the pile structural properties, soil properties, degree of pile restraint
against rotation, and pile-head movement. The pile properties needed to determine the spring stiffnesses are the modulus of elasticity, moment of
inertia, cross-sectional area, width, and length. The soil properties needed
to determine the spring stiffnesses are the undrained shear strength or angle
of internal friction, and the unit weight. An estimate of pile-head movement
is needed to determine the linear spring stiffnesses. This is accomplished by
using a secant modulus corresponding to an estimated pile-head movement. If
the calculated pile head movements reasonably agree with the estimated values,
then the solution is acceptable; if not, then a new estimate of pile head
movements must be used. (See paragraph 4-2e for additional discussion.)
d.

Axial Stiffness.

The axial pile stiffness is expressed as:

b33 = C33
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where
b33 = axial pile stiffness
C33 = constant which accounts for the interaction between the soil and
the pile
A = cross-sectional area of the pile
E = modulus of elasticity of the pile
L = length of the pile
The term AE/L is the elastic stiffness of the pile acting as a short column
with no soil present. The coefficient (C33) accounts for the stiffness of the
soil-pile system. The relationship between axial load capacity, movements of
the pile head and tip, and load transfer along the shaft of friction piles is
presented in the companion volume "Theoretical Manual for the Design of Pile
Foundations," which is currently in preparation and is discussed in
paragraph 1-3c(10).
(1) For design purposes, C33 for a compression pile ranges between 1.0
and 2.0 although values as low as 0.1 and as high as 3.0 have been noted in
the literature. There appears to be a relationship between C33 and pile
length. Longer piles tend to have higher values of C33 than shorter piles.
C33 for tension piles in sand can be taken as one half of the value used for
compression piles. For tension piles in clay use 75 to 80 percent of the
value of C33 for compression piles.
(2) Long-term loading, cyclic loading, pile group effects, and pile batter can affect C33 . In sand, long-term loading has little effect on the
value of C33 ; however consolidation in clay due to long-term loading can reduce C33 . At present, the effect of cyclic loading on C33 is neglected.
For design purposes, if piles are driven to refusal in sand or to a hard
layer, there is no change in the value of C33 for pile groups; however, C33
may be reduced for groups of friction piles.
(3) The value of
lowing equation:

C33

for single piles can be calculated using the fol-

C33 =

∆
_
δ

where
∆ =

PL
__
AE

δ = axial movement of the pile head due to axial load
P = allowable axial design load for the pile
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For axial stiffness, the load-deflection curve is essentially linear to onehalf of the ultimate pile capacity (the design load), so nonlinearity of the
axial pile stiffness can be neglected. Methods for calculating C33 from the
above equations include empirical methods (Item 60), Winkler foundation analysis (Item 55), t-z curve analyses (Items 9, 28, 29, 38, and 61), finite
element methods, and elastic method (Item 48). Values of C33 can be determined most accurately from pile load tests, where C33 can be determined to
approximate the linear portion of the pile load-deflection curve.
e. Lateral Stiffness. Expressions for lateral pile stiffness are given
in Item 17. The lateral pile stiffness expressions contain the following
terms:
E = modulus of elasticity of the pile material
I = moment of inertia of the pile section
Cl = pile head-cap fixity constant (rotational restraint between
pile head and pile cap)
Es = modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction (expressed as soil
reaction per unit length of pile per unit of lateral
deflection)
nh = constant of horizontal subgrade reaction (linear variation of
Es with depth i.e., Es = nh ×)
Lateral pile stiffness expressions containing Es (modulus of horizontal
subgrade reaction not a function of depth) are assumed constant for overconsolidated clays. Lateral pile stiffness expressions containing nh (modulus
of horizontal subgrade reaction increasing linearly with depth) are used for
sands and normally consolidated clays. Since the upper portion (10 pile
diameters or less) of the soil profile usually controls the behavior of
laterally loaded piles, most onshore clay deposits can be represented with a
constant modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction. Es and nh are not
constants. They both vary with deflection of the pile head. This is due to
the fact that linear lateral stiffnesses are used to represent a nonlinear
problem. To determine appropriate values of Es or nh , an estimate of
lateral deflection must be made. If the calculated values of lateral deflection match the estimated values, then the correct value of Es or nh was
used in the analysis. If not, a new value of Es or nh must be used based
on the calculated deflection. For design, ranges of Es or nh are used to
take into account variation of pile properties in different directions,
variation of lateral pile deflection caused by different loading conditions,
and variation of soil properties. After the analyses are completed, the
calculated lateral deflection should be checked to make sure they correspond
to the range of values of Es or nh assumed. If they do not, then the
assumed range should be modified.
(1) Calculation of Es or nh . The first step in determining the
range of Es or nh values to use in pile design is to determine curves of
the variation of Es or nh with lateral pile head deflection. These curves
can be estimated from plots of pile-head deflection versus applied lateral
load (load-deflection curves). The pile-head, load-deflection curves can be
obtained from lateral pile load tests or from p-y curve analyses (Items 13,
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39, 50, 51, 52, and 53). From the load-deflection curves, the variation of
Es or nh with deflection can be obtained using these equations for the case
of applied groundline shear and zero applied moment.

or

where
Cn = 0.89 for a fixed-head pile or 4.41 for a free-head pile
Pt = lateral load applied at the top of the pile at the ground surface
Yt = lateral deflection of the top of the pile at the ground surface
CE = 0.63 for a fixed-head pile or 1.59 for a free-head pile
Use consistent units

Cn

and

CE

are nondimensional constants.

(2) Stiffness Reduction Factors. Values of nh or Es calculated as
outlined in the preceding paragraphs are for a single pile subject to static
loading. Groups of piles, cyclic loading, and earthquake loading cause a reduction in Es and nh . Reducing Es and nh increases the pile deflections and moments at the same load level. The value of Es or nh for a
single pile is divided by a reduction factor (R) to get the value of Es or
nh for groups of piles, cyclic loading, or earthquake loading.
(a) Group Effects. Laterally loaded groups of piles deflect more than a
single pile loaded with the same lateral load per pile as the group. This
increased deflection is due to overlapping zones of stress of the individual
piles in the group. The overlapping of stressed zones results in an apparent
reduction in soil stiffness. For design, these group effects are taken into
account by reducing the values of Es or nh by a group reduction factor
(Rg). The group reduction factor is a function of the pile width (B), pile
spacing, and number of piles in the group. Pile groups with center-line-tocenter-line pile spacing of 2.5B perpendicular to the direction of loading and
8.0B in the direction of loading have no reduction in Es or nh . The group
reduction factors for pile groups spaced closer than mentioned above are:
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Center-Line-to-Center-Line
Pile Spacing in Direction of Loading

Group Reduction Factor
Rg

3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B

3.0
2.6
2.2
1.8
1.4
1.0

More recent data from pile group tests (Item 1, 8, and 12) suggest that these
values are conservative for service loads, but at the present time no new
procedure has been formalized.
(b) Cyclic Loading Effects. Cyclic loading of pile foundations may be
due to tide, waves, or fluctuations in pool. Cyclic loading causes the
deflection and moments of a single pile or a group of piles to increase
rapidly with the number of cycles of load applied up to approximately
100 cycles, after which the deflection and moments increase much more slowly
with increasing numbers of cycles. In design, cyclic loading is taken into
account by reducing the values of Es or nh by the cyclic loading reduction
factor (Rc). A cyclic loading reduction factor of 3.0 is appropriate for
preliminary design.
(c) Combined Effect, Group and Cyclic Loading. When designing for cyclic loading of a group of piles, Es or nh for a single, statically loaded
pile is divided by the product of Rg and Rc .
(d) Earthquake Loading Effects. The loading on the foundation induced
by a potential earthquake must be considered in seismic active areas. The
designer should first consider probability of an earthquake occurring during
the life of the structure. If there is a likelihood of an earthquake occurring during the life of the structure, in seismic Zones 0 and 1 (EM 1110-21902), no reduction of Es or nh is made for cyclic loading due to shortterm nature of the loading. In seismic Zones 2, 3, and 4, the potential
liquefaction should be evaluated. If soils in the foundation or surrounding
area are subject to liquefaction, the removal or densifaction of the liquefiable material will be necessary. Once the designer is assured that the
foundation material will not liquefy, the analysis should be performed by
Saul’s approach (Item 54) extended for seismic analysis as implemented in the
computer program CPGD (Item 15).
(3)

Stiffness Reduction Factor Equations.

(a) Es-type Soil. For soils with a constant modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction, the following equations apply:

Es

=
group

Es
__
Rg
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Es

=

Es
__
Rc

=

Es__
____
(RgRc)

cyclic

Es

group and cyclic

Yt

group

Yt

cyclic

Yt

group and cyclic

= Yt Rg0.75

= Yt Rc0.75

= Yt Rg0.75 Rc0.75

(b) nh-type Soil. For soils with a linearly increasing modulus of
horizontal subgrade reaction, the following equations apply:

nh

=

nh
__
Rg

nh

=

nh
__
Rc

=

nh__
____
(RgRc)

group

cyclic

nh

group and cyclic

Yt

group

Yt

cyclic

Yt

group and cyclic

(c)

Definitions.
Es

group

= Yt Rg0.6

= Yt Rc0.6

= Yt Rg0.6 Rc0.6

The terms used in the above equations are:
= modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction for a pile
in a pile group with static loading

Es = modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction for a
single pile with static loading
Rg = group reduction factor
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Es

cyclic

= modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction for a
single pile with cyclic loading

Rc = cyclic loading reduction factor
Es

group and cyclic

Yt

group

= modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction for a pile
in a pile group with cyclic loading
= pile head horizontal deflection at the ground
surface for a pile in a pile group with static
loading

Yt = pile head horizontal deflection at the ground
surface for a single pile with static loading
Yt

cyclic

Yt

group and cyclic

nh

group

= pile head horizontal deflection at the ground
surface for a single pile with cyclic loading
= pile head horizontal deflection at the ground
surface for a pile in a pile group with cyclic
loading
= constant of horizontal subgrade reaction for a pile
in a pile group with static loading

nh = constant of horizontal subgrade reaction for a
single pile with static loading
nh

cyclic

nh

group and cyclic

= constant of horizontal subgrade reaction for a
single pile with cyclic loading
= constant of horizontal subgrade reaction for a pile
in a pile group with cyclic loading

(4) Pile Length. All of the lateral pile stiffness terms are based on
the assumption that the piles are long and flexible as opposed to short and
rigid. Piles are considered long if the applied lateral load at the head has
no significant effect on the tip (the tip does not rotate or translate).
Short piles behave rigidly and exhibit relatively no curvature (the tip rotates and translates). The computer programs referenced in this manual for
group pile design are not intended for design of foundations containing short
piles. Most piles used in the design of civil works structures are classified
as long piles. The determination of the behavior of a pile as long or short
is:
(a)

Constant Modulus of Horizontal Subgrade Reaction.
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L/R ≤ 2.0 ; Short pile
2.0 < L/R < 4.0
L/R ≥ 4.0
(b)

Long pile

Linearly Increasing Modulus of Horizontal Subgrade Reaction.

L/R ≤ 2.0
2.0 < L/R < 4.0
L/R ≥ 4.0

f.

Intermediate

Torsional Stiffness.

Short pile
Intermediate
Long pile

The torsional pile stiffness is expressed as:

b66 = C66

JG
__
L

where
b66 = torsional pile stiffness
C66 = constant which accounts for the interaction between the soil and
the pile
J = polar moment of inertia of the pile
G = shear modulus of the pile.
L = length of the pile
The torsional stiffness of individual piles contributes little to the stiffness of a pile group for rigid pile caps and has been neglected in the past.
More recent research has shown that a reasonable torsional stiffness is to use
C66 equal to two. The coefficient C66 is equal to zero if the pile head is
not fixed into the pile cap. See Items 44, 55, and 57 for details.
4-6.

Design Procedure.

a. General. The following paragraphs outline a step-by-step procedure
to design an economical pile foundation. The steps range from selection of
applicable loads and design criteria through use of rigid and flexible base
analyses. Identification and evaluation of foundation alternatives, including
selection of the type of pile, are presented in Chapter 2.
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b. Selection of Pile-Soil Model. A computer model (CPGS) is currently
being developed and its capabilities are discussed in paragraph 1-3c(3), for
analyzing the nonlinear interaction of the pile and surrounding soil. This
model represents the lateral and axial behavior of a single pile under loading
and accounts for layered soil, water table, skin friction, end bearing, and
group effects. This computer model will be presented in detail in Mode CPGS.
For large pile groups, the pile response is approximated by linear elastic
springs. These springs represent the six degrees of freedom at the pile head,
and their stiffnesses should be determined in close coordination between
structural and geotechnical engineers. The designer should select a linear,
elastic pile stiffness value for the group analysis by assuming a limiting
deflection at the pile head. Then a secant pile stiffness should be determined for the assumed deflection using the nonlinear model or data from load
tests conducted at the site. Deformations computed in the pile group analysis
should be limited to this assumed deflection. The forces computed in the pile
group analysis, using the secant pile stiffnesses, should be less than the
actual forces from a nonlinear analysis (Figure 4-10). If more than 10 percent of the piles exceed the limiting deflection, a new secant pile stiffness
should be developed for a larger limiting deflection. This method should be
used in conjunction with interpretations of full-scale pile tests done at
other sites that closely relate to the site under analysis. If site conditions are such that the foundation properties are not well defined, then a
parametric approach should be used. A parametric analysis is performed by
using stiff and weak values for the elastic springs based on predicted limits
of pile group deflections. This parametric analysis should be applied to the
lateral and the axial stiffnesses. See paragraph 4-5e for further discussion.

Figure 4-10.

Pile forces for linear and nonlinear analysis

c. Selection of Pile Structure Model. The selection of the pilestructure model for analysis and design of a pile-founded structure must consider the following three critical items:
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Type of structure (concrete or steel)
Type of analysis (rigid or flexible base)
Pile-head fixity (fixed, pinned, or partially fixed)
A reinforced concrete structure will require a rigid or flexible base analysis
with the pile heads fixed or pinned. The decision regarding which type of
base analysis to use is determined from the parametric analysis discussed in
the preceding paragraph. A rigid base analysis should use the program CPGA
(Item 5). A flexible base analysis should use one of the general purpose
finite element computer programs, such as STRUDL or SAP, which have a pile
element similar to the one used in CPGA. The flexible base analysis should be
capable of handling all degrees of freedom for the two- or three-dimensional
models. For example, to analyze a pile group with loading in the x, y, and z
directions, the base should be modeled using plate elements or threedimensional elements. For structures with loads in two directions only, a
typical base strip should be modeled using frame elements as shown in Figure 4-11. Pile forces and moments and structure forces and moments are
obtained from these analyses. An analysis of a steel frame on a pile foundation is accomplished in a similar manner. The degree of fixity of the pile to
the steel frame must be included in developing the pile stiffnesses. The
steel frame should be modeled as a space frame or plane frame supported by
linear elastic springs which account for the degree of pile-head fixity. Pile
forces and moments and frame forces and moments are obtained from this
analysis. Earthquake loading in seismic areas must be considered. The
program CPGD (Item 15) extends the three-dimensional rigid pile cap analysis
of CPGA (Item 5) to provide a simplified, yet realistic, approach for seismic
analysis of pile foundations. The CPGD program includes viscous damping of
the pile-soil system and response spectrum loading. The CPGD program should
be used during the seismic design process. Pile forces and moments are
obtained from this seismic analysis.

Figure 4-11. Typical 2-dimensional base strip
modeled using frame elements
d. Selection of Load Cases. General loading conditions should be identified, and each condition should be assigned an appropriate safety factor and
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allowable stress. Study of the list of loading cases will reveal that some
load cases will not control the design and should be eliminated. The remaining load cases should be studied in more detail. Loading details should be
established to produce critical combinations. Consider the effect each load
will have on pile forces and on internal forces in the pile cap. Some loadings may control the internal design of the pile cap even though they may not
produce the critical pile forces. Generally, it is important to analyze the
load cases with the largest lateral loads in each direction and the cases with
the maximum and minimum vertical loads. Final selection of the load cases
should be based on engineering judgement.
e. Selection of Design Criteria. Paragraph 4-2 provides specific guidance about safety factors, pile stresses, and pile cap movements. Criteria
for ultimate pile capacity are presented in paragraph 4-3, and development of
pile stiffness values is described in paragraph 4-5. These criteria may be
applied to most pile foundation designs. However, uncertainty about pile-soil
behavior may require modification of some criteria to ensure a conservative
design. The magnitude of the lateral or axial pile stiffness may significantly affect the results of any pile analysis. Combining limiting values of
lateral and axial pile stiffnesses may result in significantly different percentages of the applied loads being resisted by pile bending or axial force.
This is particularly important for flexible base analyses because the applied
loads are distributed to the piles based on the relative stiffness of the
structure and the piles. Therefore realistic variations in pile stiffnesses
should usually be evaluated, and the pile group should be designed for the
critical condition. The variation of stiffnesses should correspond to the
predicted deflection of the pile group.
f. Deformations. The pile stiffnesses in the lateral and axial directions is determined by a nonlinear analysis assuming a limiting deformation.
Since the pile stiffness is a secant model of the pile response, the calculated deflections of the pile head under working loads should be limited to
that assumed value. If the analysis yields deformations greater than those
assumed in determining the pile stiffnesses, then the geotechnical engineer
should be consulted and the stiffnesses should be reevaluated. Calculated
pile cap deformations should be checked against functional and geometric
constraints on the structure. These values are usually 1/4-inch axially and
1/2-inch laterally. For unusual or extreme loads these values should be
increased.
g. Initial Layout. The simplest pile layout is one without batter
piles. Such a layout should be used if the magnitude of lateral forces is
small. Since all piles do not carry an equal portion of the load, axial pile
capacity can be reduced to 70 percent of the computed value to provide a good
starting point to determine an initial layout. In this case, the designer
begins by dividing the largest vertical load on the structure by the reduced
pile capacity to obtain the approximate number of piles. If there are large
applied lateral forces, then batter piles are usually required. Piles with
flat batters, 2.5 (V) to 1 (H), provide greater resistance to lateral loads
and the less resistance to vertical loads. Piles with steep batters, 5 (V)
to 1 (H), provide greater vertical resistance and less lateral resistance.
The number of batter piles required to resist a given lateral load can also be
estimated by assuming that the axial and lateral resistances are approximately
70 percent of computed capacity. This should be done for the steepest and
flattest batters that are practical for the project, which will provide a
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range estimate of the number of batter piles required. For a single load case
this method is not difficult. However, when the pile group is subjected to
several loading conditions, some with lateral loads applied in different
directions, this approach becomes more difficult. For such cases, two or
three critical loading conditions should be selected to develop a preliminary
layout from which the number, batters, and directions of piles are estimated.
A uniform pile grid should be developed based on the estimated number of
piles, the minimum pile spacing and the area of the pile cap. If piles with
flat batters are located in areas of high vertical loads, then vertical piles
should be placed adjacent to these battered piles. An ideal layout for flexible structures will match the pile distribution to the distribution of applied
loads. This match will result in equal loads on all piles and will minimize
the internal forces in the structure because the applied loads will be resisted by piles at the point of loading. For example, a U-frame lock monolith
has heavy walls and a relatively thin base slab. Therefore, piles should be
more closely spaced beneath the walls and located at larger spacings in the
base slab.
h. Final Layout. After the preliminary layout has been developed the
remaining load cases should be investigated and the pile layout revised to
provide an efficient layout. The goal should be to produce a pile layout in
which most piles are loaded as near to capacity as practical for the critical
loading cases with tips located at the same elevation for the various pile
groups within a given monolith. Adjustments to the initial layout by the
addition, deletion, or relocation of piles within the layout grid system may
be required. Generally, revisions to the pile batters will not be required
because they were optimized during the initial pile layout. The designer is
cautioned that the founding of piles at various elevations or in different
strata may result in monolith instability and differential settlement.
i. Design of Pile Cap. If the pile group is analyzed with a flexible
base, then the forces required to design the base are obtained directly from
the structure model. If the pile group is analyzed with a rigid base, then a
separate analysis is needed to determine the stresses in the pile cap. An appropriate finite element model (frame, plate and plane stress or plane strain)
should be used and should include all external loads (water, concrete soil,
etc.) and pile reactions. All loads should be applied as unfactored service
loads. The load factors for reinforced concrete design should be applied to
the resulting internal shears, moments, and thrusts acting at each cross section. The applied loads and the pile reactions should be in equilibrium.
Appropriate fictitious supports may be required to provide numerical stability
of some computer models. The reactions at these fictitious supports should be
negligible.
4-7.

Special Considerations.

a. Soil-Structure Interaction. Pile-supported structures should be
analyzed based on the axial and lateral resistance of the piles alone.
Additional axial or lateral resistance from contact between the base slab and
the foundation material should be neglected for the following reasons. Scour
of the riverbed frequently removes material from around the slab. Vibration
of the structure typically causes densification of the foundation material and
creates voids between the base slab and foundation material. Also, consolidation or piping of the foundation material can create voids beneath the
structure.
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b. Deep Seated Lateral Movement and Settlement. The soil mass surrounding a pile group must be stable without relying on the resistance of the pile
foundation. In actual slides, 48-inch diameter piles have failed. Deep
seated stability of the soil mass should be analyzed by neglecting the piles.
Potential problems of inducing a deep seated failure due to excess pore water
pressures generated during pile driving or liquefaction due to an earthquake
should be recognized and accounted for in the design. The probable failure
mechanism for piles penetrating a deep seated weak zone is due to formation of
plastic hinges in the piles after experiencing large lateral displacements.
Movement in the weak zone will induce bending in the piles as shown in
Figure 4-12. A second mechanism is a shear failure of the piles which can
only occur if the piles penetrate a very thin, weak zone which is confined by
relatively rigid strata. The shear force on the piles can be estimated along
the prescribed sliding surface shown in Figure 4-13. Research is being
sponsored at the University of Texas which will develop a practical approach
to solve these problems. The results of this research will be included in
this manual and the capabilities of CPGA (Item 5) and CPGS, paragraph 1-3c(3),
for analyzing such situations will be extended. Downdrag due to settlement of
the adjacent soil mass may induce additional loads in the piles.

Figure 4-12.

Piles are sheared off by the massive soil movement

c. Differential Loadings on Sheet-Pile Cutoffs. The length of a sheet
pile cutoff should be determined from a flow net or other type of seepage
analysis. The net pressure acting on the cutoff is the algebraic sum of the
unbalanced earth and water pressures. The resulting shear and moment from the
net pressure diagram should be applied to the structure. For flexible steel
sheet piles the unbalanced load transferred to the structure may be negligi
ble. For a continuous rigid cutoff, such as a concrete cutoff, the unbalanced
load should be accounted for. An example is shown in Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-13.

Piles are overstressed by bending moment

Figure 4-14.

Pressure distribution on sheet
pile cut off wall
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d.

Effects of Changes in the Pile Stiffness.

(1) General. Accurate predictions of the soil-pile stiffnesses for a
specific site and set of construction circumstances are extremely difficult.
The interaction of the structure-pile-soil system is complex and is usually
nonlinear. The load deformation behavior of this system is affected to varying degrees by the type of loading, pile spacing, pile head fixity, subgrade
modulus, pile-driving procedures, water table variations, and other variables.
The designer should account for these uncertainties and variations by judiciously selecting a realistic range of pile stiffnesses, and by evaluating the
sensitivity of the pile forces, moments and displacements to reasonable variations in the pile stiffnesses. This procedure should be used to develop a
high degree of confidence in the design.
(2) Rigid Base. For a pile group that contains only vertical piles, the
rigid cap assumption requires that the plane of the pile heads remains plane
when loads are applied. Therefore, since the axial and lateral components of
the pile reactions are independent, changes in the axial or lateral pile
stiffnesses will have predictable results. If the pile layout contains a
combination of vertical and batter piles, then the interaction of lateral and
axial components of the pile reactions can have significant and often unforeseen effects on the distribution of pile forces. Therefore, changes in the
lateral stiffnesses could have a profound effect on the axial pile forces, and
the sensitivity of the pile forces to changes in the pile stiffnesses would
not be predictable without using a computer analysis. See Item 3 for example.
(3) Flexible Base. When the stiffness of the structure is not infinite
compared to the stiffness of the pile-soil system, the pile cap is assumed
flexible. The sensitivity of the pile loads to changes in the pile stiffness
then becomes even more difficult to predict. The axial and lateral response
of the piles are interrelated, and the internal stiffness of the structure
significantly influences the distribution of the individual pile loads.
Changes in the pile stiffnesses can also affect the deformation characteristics of the structure, thereby changing the internal moments and member
forces. Figure 4-15 illustrates the effects of changing the stiffness of pile
cap. In Figure 4-16 the base of the infinitely rigid pile cap deflects
uniformly, causing uniform loads in the piles and large bending moments in the
base slab. If the slab stiffness is modeled more realistically, as shown in
Figure 4-15, the pile loads will vary with the applied load distribution. The
pile loads will be lower under the base slab causing the base slab moments to
be reduced. The correct stiffness relationship between the structure and the
foundation is extremely important for accurately designing a pile group.
(4) Confidence Limits. An essential element of all pile foundation designs is the effort required to define the stiffness of the structure-pilesoil system confidently. Initial pile stiffnesses should be selected and used
to perform a preliminary analysis of critical load cases. If the preliminary
analysis indicate that the selected pile stiffnesses are not sufficiently
reliable, and that the variation of the pile stiffnesses will significantly
affect the analytical results, then more intensive investigation is required.
Normally a limit analysis is performed to bracket the solution. With this
limit approach, all the factors which tend to minimize the pile-soil resistance are collectively used to represent a weak set of pile stiffnesses. This
condition is a lower bound. Similarly, all the factors which tend to maximize
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Figure 4-15.

Figure 4-16.

Deflected shape of flexible pile caps

Deflected shape of a rigid pile cap

pile-soil resistance are collectively used to represent a strong set of pile
stiffnesses (upper bound). Using this procedure, the designer can establish
confidence limits by performing two analyses which bracket the actual set of
parameters. For further discussion of this procedure, refer to Paragraph 4-6.
e.

Effects of Adjacent Structures.

(1) General. Most hydraulic structures are designed to function as independent monoliths. Sometimes it is necessary to design hydraulic structures
which interact with adjacent monoliths or existing structures. Certain procedures and details should be used to assure that the actual structural performance is consistent with the design assumptions.
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(2) Independent Monoliths. Generally, hydraulic structures should be
designed to function as independent monoliths. Each monolith should be isolated by vertical joints and should not interact with adjacent monoliths.
This approach greatly simplifies the analysis and is a reliable basis for predicting performance. Validity of the design assumptions should be assured by
including the following procedures and details. Independent monoliths should
not be physically connected to adjacent monoliths. Expansion joints should be
provided between monoliths to accommodate the predicted displacements. Rigid
cap displacements should be extrapolated to the top of the monolith and the
displaced structure should not make contact with adjacent monoliths. Batter
piles should not interfere (based on common construction tolerances) with
piles under adjacent structures. It is good design practice, but not always
practical, to keep the tips of all piles within the perimeter of the pile cap.
Possible interferences with piles under adjacent monoliths should be checked
using CPGI, a program currently being developed and discussed in paragraph 1-3c(6), and the pile layout should be modified as needed.
(3) Interacting Monoliths. Sometimes it is necessary to design the pile
groups of adjacent monoliths to interact and resist large unbalanced lateral
loads. There are three types of circumstances:
(a) Analysis of new structures that are geometrically constrained from
permitting sufficient batter and numbers of vertical piles to resist the
lateral forces.
(b) Analysis of new structures that are subjected to a highly improbable
loading condition. Such extreme lateral loads make it economically unfeasible
to design a pile layout for independent adjacent monoliths.
(c)

Evaluation of existing structures.

For designing new structures, provisions should be included to assure positive
load transfer between monoliths (preferably at the pile cap) and without causing detrimental cracking or spalling. Provisions should be included for keying and grouting the monolith joint between the pile caps of interacting
structures. Special attention should be given to the monolith joints in the
thin wall stems of U-frame locks. The wall joints should be detailed to accommodate monolith movements without significant load transfer and thereby
control localized cracking and spalling. For evaluating existing structures,
the analyst should model actual field conditions as closely as practical.
Field measurements should be made to determine pile-cap displacements and
changes in monolith joint dimensions. Investigations should determine if load
transfer is occurring between monoliths (joint closure, spalling concrete at
joints, etc.). Foundation investigations should be adequate to estimate the
lateral and axial pile stiffnesses.
(4) New Structures Adjacent to Existing Structures. Special provisions
are appropriate for designing and installing piles adjacent to an existing
structure. Existing structures include those under construction or already in
service. During construction, pile driving should not be allowed within
100 feet of concrete which has not attained its design strength. Pile driving
within 100 feet of concrete that has achieved the required design strength
should be monitored for detrimental effects on the existing concrete. If
piles are installed near an existing structure, it is prudent to monitor and
document effects of pile driving on the existing structure and foundation.
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Such provisions should be fully considered during design. Potential damage to
existing structures may be influenced by a variety of factors:
(a) Densification of existing fill may induce settlement and a significant increase in lateral earth pressures.
(b) Driving displacement piles in noncompressible materials may cause
heave of the ground surface.
(c) Driving piles in submerged, uniformly fine-grained, cohesionless
soils may rearrange the soil grains and increase groundwater pressure with
corresponding large settlements.
(d) Lateral load resistance of adjacent pile foundations may be significantly reduced.
These factors and others should be thoroughly investigated during design.
(5) Special Techniques. Special types of pile installation should be
used to minimize possible damage. These may include:
(a)

Using nondisplacement piles.

(b)

Specifying a pile hammer that minimizes vibrations.

(c)

Jacking piles.

(d)

Using predrilled pilot holes or jetting.

The condition of existing structures and the surrounding area should be carefully documented before, during, and after pile driving. Field surveys, measurements, photographs, observations, sketches, etc. should be filed for
future reference.
f. Overstressed Piles. The design criteria in preceding paragraphs are
generally applicable for each load case. However, on large foundations, a few
piles may exceed the allowable capacity or stresses by a relatively small
amount without endangering the integrity of the structure. The design of a
pile group should not be dictated by localized overload of a few corner piles
for one load case. Because of the highly nonlinear load-deflection relationship of piles and the large plastic ranges that some piles exhibit, high localized pile loads are usually redistributed without danger of distress to
adjacent piles until a stable state of equilibrium is attained. The stiffness
method of analysis is an approximate linear model of the nonlinear load deflection behavior of each pile. Since the stiffness analysis is not exact a
few piles may be loaded above the allowable capacity. Iterative pile group
analyses are required.
g. Pile Buckling. Buckling of individual piles is related to the load
level, the flexibility of the pile cap, the geometry of the pile group, and
the properties of the soil and piles. Pile-soil stiffness and the degree of
lateral support provided by the soil primarily depend on the following
factors:
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(1) Embedment. If the piles are fully embedded, then the lateral
support provided by the soil is usually sufficient to prevent pile buckling.
Even extremely weak soils may provide sufficient support to prevent buckling
when fully embedded. Buckling may be critical if the piles project above the
surface of soils that provide strong lateral support.
(2) Rigidity. The pile shape (radius of gyration), modulus of
elasticity of the pile, the lateral and axial support provided by the soil,
the degree of fixity of the pile head, and the flexibility of the pile cap all
affect the relative pile rigidity. Buckling analysis is very complex because
the axial and transverse loads and the pile stiffnesses affect the deformation
of the pile, and this behavior is related through interaction with the soil.
(3)
h.

Tip Resistance.
Pile Splicing.

(1) General. The probability and reliability of splicing piles should
be considered early in design. The structural integrity of the piles and
complexity of the installation procedures must be comprehensively evaluated
before selecting the location and types of splices allowed. Most splicing is
performed in the field and significantly increases construction time, cost,
and the field inspection required to assure reliability. Therefore, field
splicing is normally limited to situations where only occasional splices are
required. Splicing may be necessary in construction areas with limited
overhead clearances or if the pile does not attain its required design capacity at the specified tip elevation. Contract plans and specifications should
address the use (or exclusion) of splices and any specific requirements or
limitations that are necessary. Splicing should not be allowed in the field
without prior consent and approval of the designer.
(2) Structural Integrity. Splices should be capable of resisting all
forces, stresses, and deformations associated with handling, driving, service
loads, or other probable sources. Splices in the upper portion of the pile
should be designed to account for the possible effects of accidental eccentric
loadings. Regions of low bending and shear stresses under service loads are
preferable for splice locations. Allowable stresses should be limited to
those listed in paragraph 4-2d, and deformations should be compatible with the
interaction between the pile and structure. The design should also account
for the effects of corrosion and cyclic or reverse loading if present. Many
commercial splices are not capable of developing the full strength of the pile
in tension, shear, and bending.
(3) Soil Integrity. Splice surfaces which extend beyond the perimeter
of the pile may disturb the interface between the pile and soil during driving
and decrease adhesion. If appropriate, reductions in axial and lateral pile
capacities should be made. This condition is most likely to occur in stiff
clays, shales, and permafrost.
(4) Installation. Most splicing is performed in the field, sometimes in
the driving leads. Engineering experience and judgement are essential in
assessing the critical factors influencing reliability and cost (i.e. field
access to the splice location, workmanship and quality assurance). The time
required to perform the splice is also critical if the pile tends to set and
become more difficult to restart when driving resumes. Piles driven into
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materials with high adhesion or granular materials exhibit rapid set to a
greater degree than soft clays or sensitive soils.
i. As-Built Analyses. As explained in paragraph 5-6a, conditions encountered in the field may result in variations between the pile foundation
design and the actual pile foundation. All such variations should be observed, recorded and evaluated by the designer in an as-built analysis. The
number of overloaded piles, the severity of the overload, and the consequences
of the failing of one or more overloaded piles should be evaluated in the
as-built analysis. Structural deformations and interaction between adjacent
monoliths also could be significant factors.
(1) Geometric Factors. Field conditions may cause variations in the
geometric layout of individual piles; i.e., pile head may move horizontally or
rotate, batter may change, and final tip elevation may vary due to a change in
batter or soil properties. Such geometric variations may substantially affect
the individual pile loads even though the pile capacity remains unchanged.
(2) Soil Properties. Variations in soil properties may affect pile-tip
elevations, pile capacities and the axial and lateral pile stiffnesses.
(3) Obstructions. Unexpected subsurface obstructions may prevent driving some piles to the design tip elevation, thereby causing variations in the
pile stiffnesses or necessitating field changes.
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CHAPTER 5
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS PERTAINING TO CONSTRUCTION
5-1. General. This chapter addresses engineering considerations pertaining
to the construction of pile foundations. It is important for the designer to
become familiar with the various equipment (Items 31 and 32) and methods used
during construction since either may adversely affect soil-structure interaction, economics, and the overall effectiveness of the design. Early in the
design process consideration should be given to available pile materials and
lengths, appropriate construction methods and equipment, load tests, acceptable and achievable construction tolerances, and maintaining quality control
and records during construction. Design coordination with construction should
begin in the early design stages. These considerations, combined with past
experience, should result in the formulation of an appropriate foundation
design and the preparation of suitable construction plans and specifications.
Upon completion, a review of construction variations should be made to
determine if an as-built analysis is warranted. Material presented in this
chapter is intended to give design and construction engineers an overview of
installation and its effect on the design. Detailed discussions can be found
in the literature and the cited references.
5-2. Construction Practices and Equipment. A variety of methods and special
equipment have been used for the installation of piles. Many factors are involved in the selection process, but the end result should always be structurally sound piling supported by soil or rock that is capable of developing the
design loads. To achieve this result, it is imperative that the specifications provide for use of appropriate installation methods, suitable equipment,
and acceptable field procedures. Contract specifications should be as flexible as possible so that economy is achieved, yet rigid enough to result in
the desired final product.
a. Installation Practices. Installation practices include consideration
and utilization of appropriate field methods for storing, handling, and accurately driving each pile to the desired final position within established tolerances. Specifications typically outline requirements for the contractor to
submit his proposed plan for installing the pile. Required submittal items
normally include detailed descriptions for pile storage and handling, the
driving rig and all auxiliary equipment (with manufacturer’s specifications
and ratings), installation sequence, methods for controlling placement and
alignment of piles, and, if permitted, the pile splice types, locations and
plan, and quality control plan. In addition, the specifications normally
require submittal of data for a Government-performed wave equation analysis.
Government review should focus on the contractor’s compliance with the
specifications and the ability of his proposed equipment and methods to
produce structurally sound piling, driven within the established tolerances
and capable of developing the required design capacity. Installation methods
or equipment suspected of compromising the foundation design should be clearly
excluded by the specifications. The contractor may question those exclusions
and may substantiate his claim at his expense by performing wave equation
analysis, field verification of driving and static load tests, dynamic
monitoring, or other methods designated by the designer.
(1) Storage and Handling. Piles are subject to structural damage during
the storage and handling processes. Improper storage or handling may result
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in excessive sweep (camber) or cracking in concrete and may be cause for rejection of a pile. Excessive sweep, or camber, has been known to result in a
pile drifting out of tolerance during installation. Sweep and camber limitations should be included in the specifications. Stresses developed during the
storage and handling phases should be investigated and compared to those allowed in paragraph 4-2d. Additionally, both the required number and locations
of permissible pick-up points on the pile should be clearly indicated in the
plans and specifications. Any deviations in the field must be approved by the
design engineer. Special care must be exercised when handling piles with protective coatings, and damaged areas must be repaired prior to installation.
All pilings should be visually examined at the driving site by a qualified inspector to prevent the use of any pile damaged by faulty storage or handling
procedures.
(2) Placement and Tolerances. When determining suitable placement tolerances, consideration should be given to the site conditions, i.e., topography; subsurface materials; type of loading; pile type, spacing and batter;
size and type of pile cap and structure; available driving equipment; and possible interference between piles. A lateral deviation from the specified
location at the head of not more than 3 to 6 inches measured horizontally and
a final variation in alignment of not more than 0.25 inch per foot measured
along the longitudinal axis should normally be permitted. In the vertical
direction a deviation of plus or minus 1 inch from the specified cutoff
elevation can be considered reasonable. The above recommendations are general
guidance for large pile groups and should be verified as applicable for each
specific project. It should be noted that sloping surfaces may require field
adjustment of the pile location if the actual excavation line differs from the
reference plane used in the plans to depict pile locations. Each pile should
be checked in the field prior to driving. The pile head should be seated in
the hammer and the pile checked for correct batter, vertical plumbness, and
rotation of the pile by a method approved by the design engineer. Many jobs
require the use of a transit to set the pile and the leads accurately when
driving battered piles. Once driving has commenced, attempts to move the pile
by rotating the leads, pulling on the pile, or wedging may result in damage
(structural or soil alteration) or increased misalignment of the pile tip.
(3) Driving. Contract specifications disallow field driving of piles
until the contractor’s methods and equipment are approved by the design engineer. Designer approval is necessary to ensure the pile can be driven without
damage to the pile or soil, and methods for determining such are discussed in
paragraph 5-3. The designer should be aware that certain equipment and methods for pile installation have been known to reduce axial and lateral resistance or damage the pile in certain situations. Field variations from the
approved methods and equipment require re-submittal to the design office, as
changes can and usually do effect the pile capacity attained for a given
length pile. It is incumbent upon the designer to supply field personnel with
the necessary information to ensure each pile installed is capable of supporting its design load. Such information most often consists of limiting
penetration resistances (paragraph 5-3) or the specification of a pile driving
analyzer (paragraph 5-4a) to prevent structural damage from overdriving and to
ensure that adequate capacity is developed. Field personnel must ascertain
the equipment and installation methods are properly employed, the equipment is
performing up to its capabilities, records are properly kept (paragraph 5-4b),
and any driving abnormalities are promptly reported back to the design office.
Pile driving should not result in crushing or spalling of concrete, permanent
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deformation of steel, or splitting or brooming of wood. Damage sustained
during driving can frequently be attributed to misalignment of the pile and
hammer, a material failure within the drive cap, equipment malfunction, or
other improper construction practices. Field installation requires diligent
monitoring of penetration resistance. Any piling suspected of either sustaining structural damage or failing to develop the required capacity, for
whatever reason, must be promptly evaluated by the designer to determine its
effect on the overall foundation design. Repetitive problems may require
modification of the installation equipment or procedure. Pile heave can be a
problem in some cases and is more inclined to occur for displacement piles.
In this case, an installation sequence should be required to minimize the
likelihood of pile heave. Piles that experience heave should be restruck to
seat the pile properly. The installation of a concrete pile requires special
consideration due to its inherent low tensile strength. The pile must be
firmly seated prior to the application of full driving energy to prevent pile
cracking or breakage. Pile driving can sometimes be supplemented by special
driving assistance such as the addition of driving shoes, jetting, preboring,
spudding, or followers. The use of special assistance should be considered
when one of two conditions exist. If a pile reaches refusal with a suitable
hammer but does not achieve the necessary capacity, a modification to the
installation procedures may be necessary. Simply increasing the size of the
hammer may not be appropriate because the pile would be damaged due to
excessive driving stresses. The second condition is an economic one, where
the installation time and effort can be substantially reduced by the modifying
installation procedures. In either case, the potential effect on the axial
and lateral pile capacity must be closely evaluated. Contract specifications
should define as clearly as possible what type of special driving assistance,
if any, would be allowed and under what conditions they would be allowed.
Since methods of providing special driving assistance usually result in
reduced pile capacity, specifications normally preclude their use without
written approval from the designer. Methods and rationale for the selection
of equipment, field inspection, establishment of penetration limitations,
record keeping requirements and methods for controlling the driving operation
are contained elsewhere in this chapter.
(a) Pile shoes. Pile shoes are frequently used to improve driveability
and also provide protection at the pile tip. When driving piles in dense
sands, in hard layers containing cobbles or boulders, or through other
obstructions, increased cutting ability and tip protection are provided by the
shoe. Piles seated in rock normally require shoes for tip protection and
improved bearing characteristics. Steel pile shoes are usually fabricated of
cast steel, particularly for steel H-piles, where plates welded to the flange
and web have proven unreliable. The design engineer should evaluate the
necessity and cost of using pile shoes on a case-by-case basis.
(b) Jetting. Jetting is normally used when displacement-type piles are
required to penetrate strata of dense, cohesionless soils. Exceptions are
very coarse or loose gravel where experience shows jetting to be ineffective.
Piles, in some cases, have been successfully jetted in cohesive soils but clay
particles tend to plug the jets. Jetting aids in preventing structural damage
to the pile from overdriving. Water is pumped under high pressure through
pipes internally or externally attached to the pile, although air may be used
in combination with the water to increase the effectiveness in certain cases.
The last 5 to 10 feet of pile penetration should be accomplished with no
jetting allowed. Piles that cannot be driven the last 5 to 10 feet without
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the aid of jetting should be immediately brought to the attention of the
design engineer, since a reduction in axial capacity will probably result.
When jetting concrete piles, driving should be restricted to a static weight
while the water is being injected to prevent damage due to excessive tensile
stresses that may be induced by impact. Jetting adjacent to existing structures or piles should be avoided if possible. Although driving vibrations are
reduced, extreme caution must be exercised, since jetting causes disturbance
of soil material. The design engineer must exercise caution when determining
the design capacity for a jetted pile. Adequate provisions must be made for
the control, treatment (if necessary), and disposal of run-off water. If
jetting is anticipated, test piles should be installed using jetting, with the
test pile being installed after the reaction piles are installed to assess the
effects of jetting on capacity.
(c) Preboring. A pilot or prebore hole may be required to penetrate
hard nonbearing strata; to maintain accurate location and alignment when passing through materials which tend to deflect the pile; to avoid possible damage
to adjacent structures by reducing vibrations; to prevent heave of adjacent
buildings; or to remove a specified amount of soil when installing
displacement-type piles, thereby reducing foundation heave. Preboring
normally takes place in cohesive soils and is usually required when concrete
piles must penetrate man-made fills and embankments containing rock particles
or other obstructions. It should be noted that on past Corps projects,
concrete piles have been successfully driven through man-made fills such as
levee embankments without preboring. Preboring through cohesionless soils is
not recommended, since the prebored hole may not stay open and could require a
casing. The most widely used method of preboring is by utilizing an auger
attached to the side of the crane leads. When preboring is permitted, the
hole diameter should not be greater than two-thirds the diameter or width of
the pile and not extend more than three-fourths the length of the pile.
Oversizing the hole will result in a loss of skin friction and a reduction in
the axial capacity and lateral support, thereby necessitating reevaluation of
the pile foundation. When extensive preboring is needed, consideration should
be given to using a drilled-shaft system rather than a driven-pile system.
(d) Spudding. Spudding is similar to preboring and may be appropriate
when layers or obstructions are present near the surface that would damage the
pile or present unusual driving difficulty. Spudding is accomplished by driving a spud, such as mandrel, heavy steel pipe or H-pile section, to provide a
pilot hole. The spud is withdrawn and the pile inserted into the hole and
driven to the required depth. Problems may result if the spud is driven too
deep, since extraction becomes more difficult as penetration is increased.
Spudding may sometimes entail alternately lifting a partially driven pile a
short distance and redriving it when very difficult driving is encountered
(e.g. for heavy piles). Because this procedure adversely affects the soil’s
lateral and axial capacity, it should be avoided for friction piles and should
never be permitted without the specific authorization of the design engineer.
(e) Followers. A follower is a member placed between the pile hammer
and pile that allows the pile to be driven below the reach of the leads. The
most common uses are to drive a pile below the top of an existing structure or
for driving piles over water. Although the follower can make driving less
difficult, there are several problems associated with their use. Experience
shows it to be quite difficult to maintain alignment between the pile and follower, especially for battered piles. Additionally, erratic energy losses due
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to poor connection between the pile and follower, frequent misalignment, and
follower flexibility make it nearly impossible to equate blow count with pile
capacity. For these reasons most specifications exclude the use of followers.
If a follower must be used, it should be selected so that it’s impedance is
between 50 and 200 percent of the pile impedance. The impedance is defined as
EA/c where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material, A is the cross
sectional area, and c is the velocity of wave propagation for the material.
If concrete piles are being driven, then some cushion must be used between the
follower and the pile.
(4) Extraction. Extraction, or pulling of specific piles for inspection, may be required when unusually difficult driving conditions have been
encountered and pile damage is suspected. Extraction and redriving may also
be necessary when a pile drifts excessively during driving and fails to
maintain the specified placement tolerances discussed in paragraph 5-2a(2).
When excessive drift occurs, the circumstances should be carefully investigated to determine the cause and appropriate remedial measures specified.
Pile extraction is usually difficult, expensive, requires special equipment
and experienced personnel. A large pulling force concentric with the longitudinal axis of the pile must be exerted continuously in addition to application of hammer energy in the same direction. Extraction can be assisted by
jetting, especially when removing low tensile strength piles such as concrete.
See paragraph 5-2b(2) for a discussion of equipment required for extraction.
(5) Underwater Driving. Occasionally piles must be driven below the
water surface at a location where site dewatering is not economically feasible, e.g., navigation fenders, dolphins, guide walls, piers, etc. Commonly,
pile driving equipment is placed on barges and positioned at the work site
with tug boats. A special templet is normally utilized to maintain the
designated position and alignment of the piles during driving. Placement
tolerances are usually less stringent for these structures. When the pile
head must be driven below the water surface, a follower with a special connection to the pile head may be used. In some cases a hydraulically driven, submersible pile hammer (clamped to the pile head) may be used, especially if the
pile head must be driven a substantial distance below the water surface. For
example, a submersible hammer would be appropriate to drive steel piles to the
mudline for anchoring mooring buoys that have substantial design loads and the
accuracy of placement position is not critical.
b. Equipment. Piles are normally driven by impact or vibratory-type
hammers. Typical driving equipment consists of a crawler-mounted crane with a
boom, leads, hammer, and various accessories, each connected to act as a unit.
The equipment serves to guide and drive each pile accurately into its final
position and must be strong enough to withstand safely all loads imposed during the process. The crane and boom must have adequate size, capacity and
connections to handle the pile and the special driving equipment, such as the
hammer or extractor, leads, and accessories, safely. Considerable engineering
experience and judgement are necessary when evaluating or specifying the suitability of driving equipment. Supplemental information is normally available
in the form of technical literature provided by the equipment manufacturer.
Only equipment anticipated to be detrimental to the pile, soil, or soil-pile
interaction should be excluded by the construction specifications. A discussion of hammer selection is presented in paragraph 5-3b. Safe equipment
operation must also be considered in the design and construction phases of a
project. Common situations that typically require special safety precautions
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are obstructions (such as overhead or buried electrical lines), driving on
slopes or near the edges of excavations, and possible crane overturning.
Specific safety requirements are contained in EM 385-1-1.
(1) Hammers. Hammers can generally be divided into two groups, impact
and vibratory. Impact hammers may be lifted manually or automatically by
steam, air or diesel, and may also be single or double-acting. These hammers
are sized by the maximum "rated energy" (foot-pounds) theoretically contained
as kinetic energy in the ram just before impact. This rated energy is not
necessarily absorbed by the pile. Vibratory hammers are electrically or
hydraulically powered, usually have a variable operating frequency range
(vibrations per minute), and are generally rated by "eccentric moment" (inchpounds) and "driving force" (tons) for a specified frequency. Literature
providing specific properties for currently available hammers may be obtained
on request from the hammer manufacturer or distributor. The hammer approved
for use should be examined in the field to assure that the hammer is in good
condition and operating as close as possible to its rated capacity in accordance with procedures provided by the manufacturer. Hammer efficiency may be
influenced by items such as the operating pressure, wear of moving parts,
lubrications, drive cap cushions, driving resistance, batter angle, and the
relative weights of the hammer and pile. Operating pressure at the hammer
(for steam and air hammers), stroke distance and operation rate (blows per
minute) must be checked regularly while driving piles with any type of impact
hammer. Variations in these values usually signify changes in hammer energy
and efficiency, or pile damage. Steam- or air-powered automatic-type hammers
also require special supplemental equipment, including adequately sized hoses,
power source and fuel, and self-powered air compressor or boiler with a water
supply for steam. A brief description of the various hammers and general
recommendations follow. Item 31 contains an excellent discussion of hammer
operation and suggested inspection techniques.
(a) Drop Hammers. The drop hammer is the simplest and oldest type of
impact hammer. It consists of a guided weight (ram) that is lifted to a specified height (stroke) by a hoist line and released. Drop hammers are operated
by raising the ram with the crane and then, at the desired height as judged by
the crane operator, dropping the ram by allowing the winch to spool. Some of
the available energy is used as kinetic energy in the winch and is not
actually available to drive the pile. Drop hammers can damage the pile head
if driving stresses are not controlled by limiting the stroke distance and
supplying a cushion material (hammer cushion) between the anvil, which sits on
the pile head, and ram. Theoretical or rated hammer energy is the product of
the stroke times the ram weight. To arrive at actual energy delivered to the
pile, proper allowances must be made for the effects of friction and interaction of the drive cap. The drop hammer is a comparatively simple device that
is easily maintained, portable, relatively light, and does not require a
boiler or air compressor. The drop hammer is most suitable for very small
projects that require relatively small, lightweight timber, steel, or aluminum
piles. Due to its slow operating rate, usually 5 to 10 blows per minute, this
type of hammer is used only when the cost of bringing in a more sophisticated
hammer would not be economical.
(b) Single-Acting Steam or Air Hammers. The single-acting hammer as
shown in Figure 5-1 has been in use for many years, has been extremely well
developed and can be used for most any pile-soil combination. This hammer
type utilizes pressure from steam or compressed air to raise the ram, then
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Figure 5-1. Single-acting steam/air hammer (Permission to
reprint granted by Deep Foundation Institute (Item 31))
automatically releases the pressure allowing the ram to fall freely and strike
the drive cap. Hammer operation is automatic and generally in the range of 40
to 60 blows per minute. In comparison to the drop hammer, single-acting
hammers operate at much faster speeds, have shorter stroke distances and
possess considerably larger ram weights. A hammer cushion may or may not be
utilized within the drive cap, and its use is largely dependent on the
recommendations of the hammer manufacturer. Hammer efficiency can be checked
by observation of the ram stroke and hammer operation rate. If the hammer
maintains the specified stroke and operating speed, it can be reasonably
assumed the hammer is functioning properly. A single-acting hammer may lose
considerable driving energy when used to drive battered piles. This energy
loss can be attributed to a reduction in the height of the ram’s vertical fall
and increased friction between the piston and cylinder wall and between the
ram and the columns.
(c) Double-Acting Steam or Air Hammers. Double-acting and differentialacting hammers, as shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, utilize pressure from steam
or compressed air to raise the ram in a manner similar to a single-acting
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Figure 5-2. Double-acting steam/air hammer (Permission to
reprint granted by Deep Foundations Institute (Item 31))
hammer. The steam or compressed air is also utilized to supply additional
energy to the ram on the downward part of the stroke. The combination of
pressure on the downstroke and a short stroke distance results in an operating
rate generally ranging from 90 to 150 blows per minute. These hammers can
deliver impact energies comparable to the single-acting hammers at approximately 1.5 to 2.0 times the operating rate. Although the high operation speed
is beneficial to production, it generates relatively high impact velocities
and stresses, which may result in pile-head damage to piles of low compressive
strength. A hammer cushion material is not used between the ram and pile
helmet for the double-acting hammer but is required for the differentialacting hammer. The types of impact hammers are normally closed at the top,
and the stroke cannot be monitored during driving. Actual field operation
should be at the full hammer speed as listed by the manufacturer, since the
rated hammer energy quickly reduces at lesser speeds. Rated energy and
efficiency values provided by the manufacturers can be misleading, and the
engineer must be cautious and use appropriate judgement when calculating the
energy actually transferred to the pile during driving. These hammer types
may be used without leads (when not required for piles) and may be inverted
and rigged for use as pile extractors. Best performance is usually obtained
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Figure 5-3. Differential-acting steam/air hammer (Permission to
reprint granted by Deep Foundations Institute (Item 31))
when driving wood or nondisplacement steel piles into sands, but the hammers
may be used in any type soil.
(d) Open-End Diesel Hammers. The open-end diesel hammer (Figure 5-4),
also known as the single-acting diesel hammer, is self-contained, economical,
light in weight, and easy to service. The fuel is injected into the cylinder
while the ram drops. When the ram strikes the anvil the fuel is atomized and
ignited, explodes and forces the anvil down against the pile and the ram up.
This supplies energy to the pile in addition to that induced by impact of the
ram. The sequence repeats itself automatically provided that sufficient pile
resistance is present. Hammer efficiency is a function of pile resistance and
therefore the harder the driving the greater the efficiency. Diesel hammers
can be equipped to permit the amount of fuel injected into the cylinder to be
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varied. This feature can be an asset when initially seating concrete pile.
The energy transmitted to the pile can be controlled by limiting the amount of
fuel supplied to the hammer, thereby yielding some control on the critical
tensile stresses induced by driving. Diesel hammers combine medium ram
weights and high impact velocities. The open-end diesel hammer requires a
cushion material (hammer cushion) between the anvil and the helmet. Operating
speeds are somewhat slower than the single-acting air-stem hammer ranging from
40 to 50 blows per minute. As the driving resistance increases, the stroke
increases and the operating speed decreases. Proper maintenance and operation
of the diesel hammer is a necessity. Open-end diesel hammers are best suited
for medium to hard driving conditions. They do not tend to operate well in
soft soils because of the driving resistance required for compression and
ignition.
(e) Closed-End Diesel Hammers. The closed-end diesel hammer,
Figure 5-5, also known as the double-acting diesel hammer, is similar to the
open-end hammer, except that a closed top and bounce chamber (air tank) are
provided at the upper end of the cylinder. The stroke is shortened from that
of the open-end hammer by creating a cushion of compressed air in the bounce
chamber and between the ram and the closed upper end of the cylinder. This
results in operating speeds of about 80 blows per minute. Some closed-end
hammers are convertible to the single-acting mode, thereby giving the contractor further flexibility. Requirements for cushion materials, leads, maintenance, and operation are similar to those of the open-end diesel hammer.
(f) Vibratory Hammers. Vibratory hammers are available in high, medium,
and low frequency ranges. High-frequency hammers are commonly known as "sonic
hammers." The sonic hammer has had limited success and is seldom used. Vibratory hammers operate by utilizing electric or hydraulic motors to rotate
eccentric weights and produce vertical vibrations as shown in Figure 5-6. The
vibrations reduce frictional grip of the soil and also permit the soil at the
tip to be displaced. Additional biased static loads can often be provided by
dead weight to enhance drivability. Leads are not required for use of a
vibratory hammer but are normally required for desired driving accuracy. It
is important that a rigid connection be maintained between the hammer and the
pile, usually by means of a mechanical clamp, and a back-up system may be
required to prevent release of the clamp in the event of a power failure.
Vibratory hammers are most efficient for installing non-displacement type
piles in sand. Clay soils tend to dampen the vibration of the hammer, thereby
retarding penetration. When used in clay materials, the low frequency hammer
has been more successful since it has more of a chopping effect than the
medium-frequency hammer which is normally used for sands. These hammers are
not very effective in penetrating obstacles, large cobbles or stiff clays.
Vibratory hammers are generally not suitable for the installation of most
concrete piles and are seldom used on timber piles. When used for the right
combination of pile and soil, vibratory hammers can install production piles
at a rate much faster than any type of impact hammer. For example, it would
not be uncommon to drive a 60-foot steel H-pile in sand in less than
5 minutes. An added advantage of the vibratory hammer is that it can extract
piles as easily as it can drive them, requiring no new equipment set-up.
Vibratory hammers and their limitations are discussed in paragraph 5-3b.
(2) Extractors. The extraction of piles can be difficult and usually
requires special equipment and experienced personnel. Extractors can be classified as either impact or vibratory type. The impact type operates similar
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Figure 5-6. Vibratory driver/extractor system (Permission to
reprint granted by Deep Foundations Institute (Item 31))
to the double-acting hammer in an inverted position and is powered by compressed air or steam. The vibratory type is a vibratory hammer which is used
for extraction, is operated in the same manner as for driving except a steady
pulling force is provided and can be as effective as driving. When pulling a
pile with either type of extractor, a steady pull must be exerted through the
crane line on the pile in the direction of its longitudinal axis to supplement
the extractor energy. The lifting line of the crane is attached to the
extractor, and the extractor is connected to the pile head with rigid side
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straps or clamps. This connection must be strong enough to transfer to the
pile safely the large forces that are developed by the combined action of the
lifting line and the extractor during the pulling operation. If the pile is
vertical, or nearly vertical, leads are normally not required for extraction.
However, a steeply battered pile would normally require leads to maintain the
alignment of the pulling forces along the longitudinal axis of the pile.
Effectiveness of the extraction process is directly related to the steady pull
exerted by the crane line in the direction of the pile axis plus the efficiency of the extractor. Large hydraulic jacks have occasionally been used to
jack piles out of the ground slowly under unusual circumstances, but this
method of extraction is not recommended due to the excessive time required and
large reaction forces generated.
(3) Leads. Pile driving leads, sometimes called leaders, are usually
fabricated of steel and function to align the pile head and hammer concentrically, maintain proper pile position and alignment continuously during the
driving operation, and also to provide lateral support for the pile when required. Typical lead systems are shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8. Proper hammer
alignment is extremely important to prevent eccentric loadings on the pile.
Otherwise driving energy transferred to the pile may be reduced considerably
and structural pile damage due to excessive stresses near the top of the pile
may result from eccentric loading. Leads can generally be classified as being
either of the fixed or swinging type with several variations of each. Another
less widely used type consists of a pipe or beam section that allows the hammer to ride up and down by means of guides attached to the hammer. When driving long slender piles, the use of intermediate pile supports in the leads may
be necessary as long unbraced lengths may result in structural damage to the
pile and may also contribute to violation of placement and driving tolerances.
Leads are not absolutely necessary for every pile-driving operation, but they
are normally used to maintain concentric alignment of the pile and hammer, and
to obtain required accuracy of pile position and alignment while driving the
pile, especially for battered piles. If leads are not required, a suitable
template should be provided to maintain the pile in its proper location
throughout the driving process. A brief description of fixed leads and swinging leads follows.
(a) Fixed Leads. Fixed leads, also called extended leads, are connected
near the top with a horizontal hinge at the tip of the boom and extend somewhat above that point. Near the crane base, a spotter or horizontal brace is
normally used and may be hydraulically operated to allow rapid achievement of
pile batter. This combination provides maximum control, accuracy and speed
when positioning the leads. A much more flexible version is the cardonic
fully articulated lead, often called the swivel or three-way lead. Swivels
are combined with moon beams or braces to allow movement not only in or out,
but also side to side, and rotation of the leads. On large complex jobs which
require the installation of a large number of battered piles, it is most
advantageous to have leads capable of movement in all directions without
having to reposition the entire driving rig. A special version of the fixed
lead is the semi-fixed lead, in which the lead is free to move in the up and
down direction independently of the crane boom. This type of lead is most
beneficial when driving piles into a hole, ditch or over the edge of an
excavation. An alternative to the semi-fixed lead is a fixed lead system
accompanied by a pony or telescope lead, which secures the hammer in the fixed
lead and allows driving below the bottom point of the fixed lead.
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Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-8.

Typical fixed or extended leads

Typical swinging lead system
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(b) Swinging Leads. The swinging lead, also known as the hanging lead,
is hung from the crane boom by a single crane line and permits movement in all
directions. A slightly different version is the underhung lead, which hangs
from the boom itself by straps or pendant cables. Stabbing points are usually
provided at the bottom end of the swinging lead for assistance when fixing
position or batter. Swinging leads are lighter, simpler and less expensive
than fixed leads, although precise positioning is slow and difficult. If
swinging leads are to be used to drive piles that require a high degree of
positioning accuracy, a suitable template should be provided to maintain the
leads in a steady or fixed position. Leads that are not properly restrained
may produce structural damage to piles, particularly concrete piles which are
subject to spalling, cracking or even breakage. Swinging leads are especially
useful to drive piles in a hole, ditch or over the edge of the excavation.

(4) Driving Caps. The drive cap will be defined here as a complete unit
consisting of a helmet, anvil and cushion materials which function to properly
transfer the driving energy from the hammer of the pile without damage to the
pile. Various sites and types of helmets exist, two of which are shown in
Figures 5-9 and 5-10. As impact hammers produce tremendous amounts of impact

Figure 5-9.

Box lead mounting, air/steam and
diesel hammers

energy, the hammer blow must be transmitted uniformly over the top of the
pile. Driving helmets made of cast steel are used for this purpose and are
typically produced by the pile hammer manufacturer to suit its particular
equipment. Experience indicates the helmet yields best results when guided by
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Figure 5-10.

Truss lead mounting, generally with
diesel hammers

the driving leads, although swinging helmets have proven satisfactory when
used with steel-H or heavy walled pipe piles. An appropriate helmet should
fit loosely around the pile top to prevent pile restraint by the helmet in
cases where the pile tends to rotate during driving. However, the fit should
not be so loose that it does not provide alignment of the hammer and pile.
While the helmet tends to protect the pile by distributing the blow, the
hammer may also require protection from the shock wave reflected back to the
hammer. For this purpose, a shock absorbing material known as the hammer
cushion is placed between the hammer ram and the helmet. Hammer cushions are
required for diesel hammers, while those powered by air or steam may or may
not require hammer cushions, depending on the particular hammer type and
manufacturer. The hammer cushion also serves to protect the helmet and the
pile. Commonly used hammer cushion materials are hardwoods, plywoods, woven
steel wire, laminated micarta and aluminum discs, and plastic laminated discs.
Thick blocks of hardwood are commonly used but have a tendency to crush, burn
and have variable elastic properties during driving. The laminated materials
are normally proprietary, provide superior energy transmission characteristics, maintain their elastic properties more uniformly during driving and have
a relatively long useful life. The use of materials such as small wood
blocks, wood chips, ropes and other materials which allow excessive loss of
energy or provide highly erratic properties should be discouraged (or prohibited). Sheet asbestos has been commonly used in the past but is no longer
acceptable due to health hazards. A second cushion known as the pile cushion
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is required when driving concrete piles. This cushion is placed between the
helmet and the pile. The pile cushion protects the pile from compressive
damage at the head of the pile and can also help control tensile stresses resulting from the tension shock waves produced by driving. Wood materials such
as plywood and oak board are most commonly used. A pile cushion is rarely
used when driving steel or timber piles. The type and thickness of the hammer
and pile cushion materials have a major effect on the energy delivered to the
pile. If the contractor chooses too soft a material, excessive energy absorption will result and driving may stall. On the other hand, choosing too hard
a material will result in hammer or pile damage. Engineering experience
combined with a wave equation analysis is the best method of selecting cushion
materials and thicknesses. The complete drive cap design and properties of
all components should be submitted by the contractor and reviewed for
suitability. Cushion materials require periodic replacement during driving,
since their effectiveness is reduced by excessive compression or deterioration. Indications of a need for replacement may be early throttling or
bouncing of the hammer, or a ringing sound of the ram. The cushion design is
based upon experience to a large extent, and the hammer manufacturer should be
consulted in case of questions or distinct problems. Item 34 contains information regarding cushion properties and selection.
(5) Jetting Equipment. Typical equipment consists of jet pipes, a nozzle, pump, engine and hoses. The ensemble of equipment must be capable of
providing the desired volume of water at the required pressure. Water volume
and pressure must be sufficient to allow discharged water to surface along the
sides of the pile. Typical pipe sizes range from 1.5 to 4.0 inches in diameter with nozzles approximately one-half the pipe diameter. Water pressures of
100 to 300 psi are most common but may run as high as 700 psi in isolated
cases. Jetting pipes may be encased or cast into the pile, attached to the
exterior of the pile or attached to the driving leads and thereby become movable. Moveable jets are preferable, if circumstances do not exclude their
use, due to the relative high costs of permanently attached jets. The use of
two jets, one on each side the pile, provides the most rapid penetration and
best alignment control. When using multiple jets, each should be equipped
with its own water source and both should be similarly operated at the same
depths and pressures. A single jet placed on one side of the pile may result
in excessive pile drift. Experienced personnel should be relied upon when selecting and sizing jetting equipment.
5-3. Pile Driving Studies. Pile driving studies are required for effective
design of constructible pile foundations. When evaluating alternative pile
types during the design phase, the designer must consider the effects of the
pile installation method on the pile and soil capacities and on any existing
structures in the proximity of the new foundation. The relative difficulty of
driving the piles, and the procedure to determine when each pile has attained
adequate capacity to end driving, must also be assessed. Past practices have
addressed these considerations by use of empirical dynamic formulas, engineering experience and judgement, review of historical driving data, and various
rules of thumb. More recently, the wave equation analysis and the dynamic
pile driving analyzer methods have been generally accepted and should be
employed. The pile-driving industry is presently moving toward exclusive use
of wave equation analysis as the means for a designer to evaluate pile
driveability, hammer selection, and limits of penetration. While the wave
equation method provides superior analytical techniques, engineering experience and sound judgement are still very much a necessity. A review of pile
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installations for similar sites and structures can be extremely valuable in
that regard. Rules of thumb can still be used for preliminary design and
simple projects and should continue to be used during a design office’s
transition to the wave equation method. The designer must transform the
results of these analyses into contract specifications that provide framework
for the contractor to select appropriate equipment and installation procedures. Specifications should clearly define the basis of hammer approval,
state criteria which will be used to establish the limits of penetration, and
exclude installation methods or equipment deemed unsuitable. Analytical
predictions are verified in the field by driving and static load tests, or the
dynamic analyzer. Three principal topics are discussed in the following
paragraphs; wave equation analysis, hammer selection, and penetration limitations. Wave equation results and penetration limitations can and should be
used by field personnel to monitor and control the driving operation. In
general, these topics are all interrelated.
a. Wave Equation. A wave equation analysis can provide the engineer
with two very important items: first, a guide in the selection of properly
sized driving equipment and piling to ensure the pile can be driven to final
grade without exceeding allowable driving stresses; and secondly, a penetration rate expressed as a minimum number of blows per inch of penetration for
impact hammers to determine when the pile has been driven sufficiently to
develop the required capacity. This can be presented graphically by depicting
the relationships between blows/inch (driving resistance) and ultimate static
soil resistance (pile capacity) and blows/inch versus structural stresses in
the pile. The graphs can then be used by field personnel and the contractor
to monitor driving. When using the analysis results during installation, the
design engineer must make certain that assumed design parameter values closely
correspond to the actual values encountered in the field. This correlation
can be accomplished by utilizing the load capacity and load transfer distribution obtained from static load tests and the dynamic analyzer. Analysis is
based on a specific type and length of pile, and a driving system operating at
an assumed efficiency in a modeled soil stratification. The results are
applicable only to the assumed system and should only be used for the length
of pile investigated. Incremental analysis is typically performed where the
length of pile embedded into the ground is varied. Design application
requires sound engineering judgement and experience where parameter (hammer,
drive cap, pile and soil resistance) sensitivity is concerned. Research has
shown that published hammer efficiencies (by the manufacturer) tend to
significantly overestimate the energy actually absorbed by the pile in the
field. Efficiency is also affected by placing the hammer on a batter and this
can be a major source of error. Diesel hammers may have a variable stroke and
a bracket analysis is strongly recommended. Hammer efficiency can be fieldverified by good inspection techniques and more accurately by use of a dynamic
pile analyzer. Data obtained from the wave equation analysis should be used
with judgement for friction piles since pile set-up may occur. Data generated
using the dynamic analyzer during original driving will not reflect pile setup and may under-predict a pile’s capacity. To produce data that reflect the
true capacity of the pile, the pile should be restruck after set-up has
occurred, usually a minimum of 14 days after initial driving. A wave equation
analysis is recommended for all but the simplest of projects for which the designers have experience and should be performed for predicting behavior during
design and confirming pile performance during construction of a project. The
wave equation computer program "WEAP" (Wave Equation Analysis of Pile Driving)
is available to Corps of Engineers offices. Item 34 contains an excellent
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discussion of wave propagation theory and its application to pile foundations.
b.

Hammer Selection.

(1) General. Hammer selection may be the most important aspect of pile
installation. In some installations only one hammer type may be applicable
for the pile-soil combination, while for others several types may suitable.
Evaluation must consider the need to use pile penetration rate as the means to
end driving, the ability to drive the pile without structural damage or reducing soil capacity, the ability to obtain penetration rates within the desired
band, and the realization that some hammer types may cause reduced capacities
for identical pile lengths. In general, wave equation analysis supplemented
by engineering experience and judgement should be the basis for hammer approval and criteria such as allowable driving stresses, desired penetration
rates, and any other data used as a basis for approval that are clearly
defined in the specifications. Wave equation analysis should normally be
performed by the Government, and data that the contractor are required to
submit must be clearly defined. Contractor disagreements with the Government’s analysis can be contested by the contractor and resolved at his expense
through resubmittals performed and sealed by a registered engineer, by field
verification of driving and load tests, and by other methods approved by the
design engineer.
(2) Size selection for a particular hammer must consider the pile’s anticipated driving resistance, ultimate capacity, pile stresses expected during
driving, and pile set-up. The hammer type and size used for production should
always match that used in the test program because a different hammer would
most likely result in a different capacity. The designer or contractor may
designate a number of hammers for the test program when warranted. Any
changes in hammer type or size will usually require additional testing.
(3) Prior to the wave equation method and development of the desk top
computer, hammers were typically chosen based on dynamic formulas, rules of
thumb, minimum energy rating based on pile type or load capacity, and methods
which equated the pile weight to the weight of the moving hammer parts. These
methods were primarily derived from experience and still have a place in hammer selection. However, these methods are only recommended as secondary procedures. Dynamic formulas are not recommended due to the lack of reliability
and are considered to be inferior to the wave equation method. Table 5-1 is
presented for information purposes only and to illustrate one of the many
empirical methods still in use today. Tables such as this are generally being
phased out and replaced by the wave equation method and sometimes supplemented
by dynamic analysis in the field. These methods can and should still be
utilized in an office in transition to the wave equation method.
(4) Vibratory hammers require special attention as they have been shown
to yield reduced capacity at work loads in some cases (Item 10, Item 15).
Another reason for special attention is that there is no reliable way to
evaluate driving resistance and driving induced stresses in piles as can be
done for impact driven piles via pile driving analyzer and wave equation
analysis. However, the potential economic advantage of a vibratory hammer
cannot be discounted without adequate consideration, especially for large
projects. Specifications can be written to require dual driving and load test
programs if needed to address additional pile length and penetration
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TABLE 5-1
SUGGESTED MINIMUM HAMMER ENERGY - IMPACT HAMMERS
(Taken from ARMY TM 5-849-1, May 1982)

Class I - Timber Piles
Capacity to 20 Tons

- 7,500 ft-lb

Capacity over 20 Tons to 25 Tons

- 9,000 ft-lb (Single-acting hammers)
- 14,000 ft-lb (Double-acting hammers)

Capacity over 25 Tons

- 12,000 ft-lb (Single-acting hammers)
- 14,000 ft-lb (Double-acting hammers)
Class II - Concrete and Steel Piles

Capacities to 60 Tons

- 15,000 ft-lb

Capacities over 60 Tons

- 19,000 ft-lb

limitations. Other engineering and construction agencies have permitted the
use of a vibratory hammer but require a percentage of production piles be
driven or struck with an impact hammer to determine relative capacity. In
cases where tests indicate that additional pile length can be attributed to
the hammer type, increased cost should be the responsibility of the contractor. The contractor may determine if the additional cost for testing and
monitoring would be offset by increased production rate.
c. Penetration Limitations. For impact hammers the rate of penetration
is customarily defined as the blow count per unit length of pile penetration.
Blow counts are typically recorded in the field on a per-foot basis until the
pile approaches a designated tip elevation or the end of driving. At that
point the blow count is usually recorded for each inch of penetration. Limiting penetration rates are designated to prevent overdriving, which may cause
structural damage to the pile, and to provide guidance for determining the
relative capacity attained during driving. Pile tip damage due to very difficult driving (commonly referred to as refusal) is not readily detectable when
the pile encounters an obstruction or a hard bearing stratum prior to reaching
the indicated tip elevation. Therefore, the limiting penetration rates, or
the criteria necessary to determine limiting rates, should be specified.
Rules of thumb, used to avoid structural damage, derived through experience
and generally accepted by most engineers are listed in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2
Limiting Penetration Rates
Pile Type

Maximum Blow Count
(blows per inch)
3-4
10
10-20
10-20

Timber
Concrete
Steel Pipe
Steel -H

The limiting penetration rates generally should be established by the Government and based upon results of wave equation analysis that have been correlated with results obtained from use of a pile driving analyzer during driving
the test piles and the results of static load tests. Piles that derive their
primary support from friction are driven to a predetermined tip elevation.
For friction piles, the required length of penetration or tip elevation is
determined from geotechnical data and capacity from test piles. The results
of static load tests are then used to adjust the specified tip elevation or
penetration length. Applicable penetration rate limits are compared with the
rates encountered when driving the piles for the static load tests and
adjusted if necessary. Piles that derive their primary support from end
bearing in a hard soil layer or rock typically require a verification of load
capacity, which may be indicated by the penetration rate. In this case the
pile is normally driven to a specified blow count rather than a predetermined
length. Once again, this blow count can best be obtained from wave equation
analyses that have been correlated with driving and static load test data.
Refinements in the wave equation analyses should be made by use of the pile
dynamic analyzer when pile load test are not economically feasible. In either
event the pile driving analyzer can be used to monitor the installation of
piling. The designer should be wary that penetration rates observed in the
field can easily be distorted by erratic or malfunctioning equipment and improper contractor operations. Distorted rates can be frequently attributed to
an erratic or poorly maintained hammer, poor alignment of the hammer and pile,
erratically behaving cushion materials, changing of a cushion near the end of
driving, and noncontinuous driving that may allow the pile to set up and gain
strength. A driven pile that has failed to acquire a specified tip elevation
or penetration rate must be reanalyzed by the designer. If the safety factor
for the pile or group is jeopardized, remedial measures are necessary,
including extension of the driven pile by a splice, replacement of the pile
with a longer one, or the addition of a sister pile. An end-bearing pile that
stops short of its bearing stratum may be a candidate for special driving assistance, as discussed in paragraph 5-2a(3).
5-4. Control of Pile Driving Operations. Field installation requires continuous monitoring to ensure that an adequate foundation is achieved. All facets
of installation require examination, from storage and handling to end of
driving. If it is assumed that equipment is properly utilized and working at
an efficient level, there remain two areas of concern: (1) monitoring
installation to prevent structural damage, and (2) acquiring data to ensure
that adequate capacity is obtained. Paragraph 5-3c previously discussed the
use of wave equation analysis and selection of penetration limits in that
regard. Field monitoring can be supplemented by dynamic analysis which can
refine several assumptions made in the wave equation analysis (e.g. energy
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transfer to the pile), evaluate equipment performance, determine pile stresses
estimated, and detect pile breakage. Piles suspected of sustaining structural
damage or lacking in capacity can be further investigated by extraction or
load testing.
a. Pile Driving Analyzers. These devices give a general indication of
capacity, measure hammer and cushion performance and pile stresses from
measurements of applied force and acceleration at the head of the pile.
Capacity can often be inferred from the measurements using a simple damping
constant for the soil. The soil damping constants can be calibrated from
static load tests or by using special wave equation programs designed to infer
capacity from pile-head measurements. The equipment is highly portable,
performs most calculations on the job site, and requires trained and experienced personnel to operate. Analyzers are helpful to establish driving
criteria and provide construction quality control when used in combination
with static pile load test. The pile driving analyzer can be used in conjunction with theoretical predictions where static pile tests are not economically
justified. Experience and sound engineering judgement are required when
determining whether or not to use dynamic analyzers on a job, since this is a
site-dependent decision. As previously stated, the analyzer only yields
results of estimated capacity for the specific blow recorded, i.e., if data
are taken during initial driving, the results can be distorted due to lockedin residual stresses, and any gain in capacity with time (set-up) is not
accounted for. To account for the time-dependent gain in capacity, the pile
should be restruck after a specified time (e.g. 7 to 14 days) has elapsed. If
correlated with static pile tests and good driving records, the pile driving
analyzer may be used successfully to predict capacity of production piles. It
may also be used to indicate hammer efficiency, driving energy delivered to
the pile or indicate pile breakage during driving. Specifications must
address contractor and Government responsibilities when using a dynamic
analyzer.
b. Records. Examples of the minimum records to be kept during driving
are contained in Figures 5-11 and 5-12. The blow count per foot of pile
penetration and the amount of free run drop under the hammer weight are two
very obvious pieces of data to collect. When driving data are being analyzed,
common questions are: the hammer type, manufacturer and any identifying
numbers, has the hammer been modified in any way, was the hammer working at
its rated capacity, cushion material and thickness, pile length and size, date
of casting if precast concrete, depth of penetration, was driving continuous,
were any special efforts of installation such as jetting or preboring applied,
type of connection to the pile, magnitude of bias load, and the method and
location of any splices. For vibratory hammers, the operating frequency,
horsepower applied, and rate of penetration should also be recorded. Any occurrence of heave or subsidence for both the ground surface and adjacent piles
should be noted. The method of hauling, storing, and handling the pile should
also be recorded. Another item which should be recorded is whether or not the
pile was properly handled as it was raised into the leads of the pile driver.
Such records of data are invaluable when problems arise, performing as-built
analysis and resolving contract disputes involving claims or litigation.
c. Proof Tests. Proof tests may become necessary if damage to a pile is
suspected during handling or driving. Proof testing may also be prudent when
large numbers of piles are driven into soils with highly variable stratification, and the driving records contain erratic data which can not be explained
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Figure 5-11.

Example of a completed Pile Driving Record
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Figure 5-12. Example of a typical Pile Driving Equipment
Report (Permission to reprint granted by Deep Foundations
Institute (Item 31))
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by the contractor’s operations. An equally important indicator may be failure
of a pile to reach the prescribed tip elevation or rate of penetration.
Different types of proof testing can be employed depending upon the problem
suspected. Testing with the pile driving analyzer may be performed by
restriking previously driven piles, or data may be generated during driving
and used in a wave equation analysis. A static quick load test, ASTM D1143-81
(Item 25), may also be used to determine the ultimate load carrying capacity
of piles. On projects where it is anticipated that proof testing will be
required, it is recommended that a line item be included in the bid schedule
for performing such.
d. Extraction for Inspection. Piles are subject to structural damage
during the driving process. Suspected damage below the ground surface would
be cause for extracting a pile. Typical indicators are a pile suddenly drifting off location, erratic driving unexplained by the soil stratification, a
sudden decrease in the driving resistance indicating breakage of the pile, or
possible pile interference indicated by sound or vibration of nearby piles.
Damage at the pile head may or may not indicate damage near the pile tip. If
pile damage is suspected, the pile should be extracted and visually inspected.
However, both the designer and field engineer should be cognizant of the fact
that high costs and additional problems may be incurred as a result of extraction. For instance, a perfectly good pile may be damaged during the extraction procedure, particularly when extracting concrete piles, and soil stress
states can be adversely modified around nearby piles where the subject pile is
in a group. Costs associated with additional driving rig moves, obtaining and
setting up extraction equipment, redriving time delays, and engineering and
administrative costs are normally claimed by the contractor.
5-5.

Results of Corps Experience.

a. Generalized Principles. The Corps of Engineers has been responsible
for the design of construction of numerous foundations during the past 40 to
50 years. Through the efforts of Corps engineers, design and construction
consultants, researchers, construction and individual contractors, the Corps
has acquired vast experience in the foundation field. Advantage should be
taken of this experience by researching available technical literature such as
WES reports, engineering manuals, technical letters, project completion
reports, contract specifications, design documents and verbal communications
with other offices. Both the foundation design and constructability can
benefit from this experience and historical data. Case histories of similar
projects and similar sites are extremely valuable in this regard.
b. Case History. A typical case history for a recent project is
presented in Appendix C.
c. Augmenting the Q/C and Q/A Processes. Providing for suitable controls during the construction process is an essential part of foundation
design and contract preparation. Engineering judgement and past experience
are required to determine the appropriate construction control procedures and
methods for a particular type of pile foundation and soil system. The details
of the construction controls should be developed during the foundation design
process, tested during driving of test piles, and finalized upon evaluation of
pile load test results. Proposed methods should be included in the design
memoranda with proposed instrumentation and should reflect the functional
importance and economic parameters of the project. An attempt should be made
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to anticipate and address all possible situations that may be encountered
during pile driving and that could have a detrimental effect on the serviceability of the foundation. Adverse conditions are explained in paragraph 2-7
(and throughout this manual) and include pile material and geometry, subsurface conditions, driving equipment, and miscellaneous items.
(1) Pile material and geometry include defective pile material,
strength, dimensions, straightness, spacing, alinement, location, etc.
(2) Subsurface conditions refer to strata variation, voids, liquefaction, obstruction, heave, densification, downdrag, water table, etc.
(3)

Driving equipment pertains to defects in hammer, loads, accessories,

etc.
(4) Miscellaneous items are vibration, adjacent structures or utilities,
erratic values from PDA compared with wave equation results, etc.
5-6.

As-Built Analysis.

a. Structural. Several variables may cause the actual pile foundation
to differ from the initial design both in geometry (affecting pile loads) and
pile capacities. The effects of these variations should be evaluated as
discussed in paragraph 4-7i.
(1) Pile Geometry. As reflected by the relatively lenient driving tolerances normally allowed for pile position, orientation, and batter, physical
control of the individual piles during driving is very difficult due to the
nature of the large equipment required. Initial positioning and orientation
of the pile in preparation for driving is not precise, and individual piles
may have various amounts of initial camber and warp. During driving, variations in soil resistance combined with necessary clearances between the pile
and the guides in the leads, and between the pile and hammer components
(driving head or helmet, cushioning material, and hammer ram), permit variations in pile position and orientation. Small variations may be substantially
amplified by long piles that are relatively flexible, by large pile batters,
and by unexpected obstructions encountered in the soil during driving. Any
combination of the aforementioned variables may result in differences between
the design and the actual geometry of the resulting pile foundation. Variations in initial pile positioning and drifting of the pile during driving will
each affect the final position and orientation of the head, the longitudinal
axis, and the tip of the driven pile. The final position, orientation and
batter of the pile head can be accurately measured after driving. However,
the variation in orientation of the pile axis (curvature, twist, batter angle,
and direction) and the pile tip elevation cannot be accurately determined
after driving. If a pile is extracted for inspection and is undamaged, the
axis orientation and tip elevation may be closely approximated for that pile
as previously driven by extrapolation from measurements at the pile head.
(2) Pile Capacity. The pile capacity (axial, lateral, and buckling) is
an interactive function of the properties of the soil and the pile, both governed by pile length. Also, the design length is determined by the batter
angle and tip elevation. The batter angle may be affected by the unknown
drift, which also affects the tip elevation. Variations in driving resistance may cause a substantial variation from design tip elevation. Based on
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static pile load test results, a tip elevation is specified to provide the
estimated design capacity and safety factor for the service piles. In addition, a minimum driving resistance (minimum blow count rate) required to
develop the pile capacity and a maximum driving resistance that may be tolerated without structural damage to the piles are usually specified for guidance
during driving. When the pile has been driven to the required tip elevation
and the minimum driving resistance has not been developed, the pile may be
extended by splicing and driven until the indicated driving resistance is developed, if deemed necessary. If the maximum driving resistance is developed
prior to the pile’s being driven to the design tip elevation, the situation
must be investigated to determine the cause of the resistance (subsurface
obstruction, gravel or cobbles, improper driving, etc.) When the cause has
been determined, a decision must be made either to extract the pile and
redrive it in another location, to leave the pile intact and cut off the upper
portion, or to continue driving with a modified procedure or an increased
maximum resistance parameter.
b. Geotechnical. As adjacent piles are generally driven into progressively denser materials, some piles driven previously may heave. Heave, which
can be measured with quality surveying techniques, is detrimental to the
performance of the pile foundation. Heave can be minimized by using the
largest possible spacing between piles. Soil movements can be detected 5 feet
to 8 pile diameters away from a pile, and a pile spacing of 3 diameters or
less is not recommended. This problem can best be avoided by greater centerto-center spacing and driving radially outward from the center of the foundation. If significant heave occurs, the pile hammer should be replaced on the
pile and the pile redriven. Since the pile can easily be damaged during this
operation, the design engineer specifies driving energy or blow count that
should not be exceeded. When the necessity for redriving develops during
driving operations, the design engineer should evaluate and modify the driving
sequence in an attempt to minimize the heave effect. When installation
problems, especially heave, might conceivably occur while driving the piles,
no pile head should be cut off until a sufficient number of piles have been
driven or the driving operation has progressed for a sufficient distance to
ascertain that problems will not be encountered or that the driving operation
will no longer affect the driven piles. For any pile driven short of the
specified tip elevation, the capacity should be recomputed and a safety factor
estimated for the design load. If a significant number of piles, or a group
of piles clustered together, are found to have less than the required safety
factor, the structure should be reanalyzed using the recomputed capacity.
c. Wave Equation and Pile Driving Analyzer. Both of these are tools
available to the pile foundation designer to evaluate his theoretical design
from a constructability standpoint or to evaluate the as-built pile foundation. The pile driving analyzer is extremely useful in evaluating the field
installation procedures. If used in conjunction with static load tests for
correlation, it may be useful in evaluating the further installation of
production piles. The pile driving analyzer, may be used to evaluate the pile
hammer efficiency and to evaluate or detect potentially damaged piles. In
using the pile driving analyzer, it should be noted that the analyzer uses
dynamic theory to infer static pile capacity. In some soils the pile develops
a significant portion of its ability to carry load after it has set-up for a
period of time, therefore in such a case the pile should be restruck after
this set-up has been allowed to occur. In general, a set-up period of 14 days
is considered sufficient. The wave equation allows the dynamic analysis of
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the pile, soil, and driving equipment to be evaluated as a system, thereby
allowing the designer to evaluate variables such as the pile cushion, the
hammer, or even the pile material. The wave equation is a valuable tool that
can be used to evaluate proposed methods for pile installation during design
or construction, i.e., if the contractor proposes a hammer system to install a
pile, this program can evaluate the data and aid in detecting potential
problems or deficiencies.
5-7.

Field Evaluation.

a. Driving Operations. The design engineers (structural and geotechnical) should visit the construction site while service piles are being driven
to observe the driving operation and to investigate any difficulty that is encountered. The driving equipment should be inspected, and field conditions
should be checked. Proposed methods for storage and handling of piles, positioning and aligning piles, supporting piles in leads, and transferring hammer
energy to piles should be checked prior to driving the first pile. Driving of
the first few piles should be observed to assure compliance with approved
methods, proper operation of equipment (per manufacturer’s rating) and proper
driving procedures. In addition, the observer should watch for abnormal driving resistances and the occurrence of pile heave or voids adjacent to driven
piles. When unusual difficulties develop, driving should again be observed
and compared with the initial set of observations. The blow count for the
piles should be plotted during the installation process to detect broken or
damaged piles. Drastic drops in blow counts of similar piles in similar soils
would be an indication of broken piles. It is also recommended that the blows
per minute of hammer operation be recorded to indicate the efficiency of a
hammer, since reduced rates often indicate reduced efficiency.
b. Pile Positioning. When pile driving has been satisfactorily completed, the actual position, orientation, and batter of each pile should be
measured (extrapolating from head measurements) and compared with the design
geometry. If substantial variations are found, an as-built analysis may be
required, as discussed in paragraph 4-7i. If there is substantial variation
from the design tip elevation or from the anticipated driving resistance, the
pile capacities should be re-evaluated. The piles may be inspected for
drifting, which would be evidenced by voids adjacent to the pile. Drifting
could be caused by striking a hard underground object or another pile. (A
change in the impact sound of the pile during driving can be used to detect
piles striking an obstruction.) It is also recommended that the blows per
minute of hammer operation be recorded to indicate the efficiency of a hammer.
The blow count records should be studied while driving is ongoing.
c. Static Loading. Prior to static load test, the jack and load cell
should be checked, and the load settlement data should be plotted and checked
in the field during the test.
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CHAPTER 6
FIELD PILE TESTS
6-1.

General.

a. A field pile test program will generally consist of two types of procedures: load tests to determine the load capacity of service piles; and
driving selected types of piles with selected types of hammers and recording
data on driveability. These tests may be conducted separately or, as is more
common, concurrently. The latter can be accomplished by simply recording the
necessary data during the driving of the piles that will be load tested.
Field pile tests are performed to verify or predict driving conditions and/or
load capacity of service piles at the construction site. Verification is the
process of test driving and loading the designated piles to predetermined
static loads to confirm prior design capacity calculations that were based on
static or dynamic type equations, previous experience, or empirical methods.
This process is used primarily only to confirm the load capacity and driveability of the selected pile as service piles. Prediction is the process of
test driving various piles or of loading test piles in increments to failure
to determine the length, type, and ultimate capacity of the service piles at
the construction site. Prediction tests differ from the verification process
in that these tests will be utilized for design purposes. Therefore, the
final pile size, type, and lengths generally have not yet been determined when
these tests are conducted. Prediction type tests are more common to large or
major structures where changes in pile lengths, size, type, or method of
installation could result in significant economic savings due to the large
number of piles involved.
b. A field load test on test piles may consist of two types, axial
and/or lateral. These tests may be performed on single piles or pile groups.

6-2. Decision Process. Pile tests are not practical or economically feasible
under certain circumstances, but they are always technically desirable. In
the initial design stages, as soon as the requirement for a pile foundation is
confirmed, several factors should be considered and evaluated to govern the
decision process.
a. Factors for Consideration. Appropriate evaluations of the following
factors should be included in the reconnaissance study and updated in each
successive report stage for the project.
(1) Engineering. The size, type, and importance of the proposed structure, type of subsurface conditions, and economics are engineering factors.
Size and economics are directly related; since pile tests are relatively expensive, a structure requiring a small number of piles could not normally
justify the expense of a pile test. The type and functional importance of a
structure could offset the added cost of a pile test program for a complex
foundation when the consequences of a potential failure would be catastrophic,
especially if the information obtained from subsurface investigations indicated unusual conditions that would be difficult to interpret. The costs of
pile tests should be compared with the potential project savings from basing
the foundation design on the test results with reduced safety factors. Also,
when a requirement for a field pile test program has been established, the
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technical aspects, scheduling, estimated costs and any intangible benefits of
the two following alternatives should be evaluated:
(a) Perform pile tests by separate contract and complete the foundation
design prior to award of the construction contract.
(b) Award a construction contract with a selected type or types of piles
and estimate pile lengths with a pile test program included to determine the
actual pile lengths required.
(2) Budget and Schedules. During the reconnaissance study phase of a
new project, a preliminary foundation evaluation for each potential project
site is required to determine the need for pile foundations. For each potential site that needs a pile foundation, initial cost estimates and schedules
must identify and include resources for necessary site investigations to provide adequate data for proper site selection and estimated costs for the
feasibility study phase. The feasibility report should include a recommended
site, preliminary alternate foundation designs, and the scope of required pile
tests, etc. Required resources, schedules and cost estimates must be revised
for each successive report phase to reflect the current design status of each
project component. If a separate contract for pile tests is recommended prior
to award of the construction contract, appropriate adjustments must be made to
the schedules and budgeted funds.
(3) Available Test Site. Consideration has to be given to the timing of
the test pile program in relation to the construction schedule. The test pile
program may be a separate contract awarded and completed before construction
begins. The advantages of this approach are many: the pile size, type,
lengths, and preferred installation method can be determined before construction of the project; any problems with the pile test and potential problems
with design revealed by the pile tests may be resolved prior to construction
when they are more likely to be less costly. The disadvantages of this
approach are: the design schedule is extended to allow time for the separate
operations; the test conditions may not closely simulate design assumptions
since excavation, water conditions, fill, etc. may not necessarily match
construction conditions; and additional problems may develop if different
contractors and/or equipment are used during the testing program and driving
the service piles. These advantages and disadvantages must be evaluated in
relation to the site availability.
(4) Site access. If the decision is made to conduct the testing program
during the construction process, the scheduling of the test program becomes
important. The tests must be conducted early in the construction process,
since the contractor generally must await the outcome of the tests before
ordering the service piles. However, the testing cannot be scheduled too
early, since the test site needs to be prepared and accessible.
b. Proof Test. In the overall design process, field tests are normally
scheduled after some estimate of pile capacity and driveability has been made.
The driveability of piles is generally evaluated early in the design process,
usually in the General Design Memorandum stage when basic design decisions are
being made relative to the foundation. Also at this point, an estimate of
pile capacity is made. During the Feature Design Memorandum phase of design,
a more accurate prediction of pile capacity and/or required pile lengths is
made, and a test pile program is established to verify the design assumptions
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and pile driveability. The final stage of the design process is the actual
testing program. As discussed earlier, the results of this testing program
may be used solely to verify the predicted pile capacities, and/or required
pile lengths, or may be used as an extension of the design process by changing
the pile size, type, lengths, or installation method of the service piles as
required. Refer to preceding paragraphs relative to the timing of field tests
with respect to construction, site availability, site access, and potential
problems.
6-3.

Axial Load Test.
a.

Compression.

(1) General. The load test should basically conform to the procedures
contained in ASTM D1143 (Item 25). This standard is recommended as a guide
and should be modified as required to satisfy individual project requirements.
Important aspects of the test are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Information on conducting dynamic load tests may be obtained from the Geotechnical Laboratory of the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station in
Vicksburg, MS.
(2) Applying Load. In the past, test loads were generally applied by
placing dead weight as a vertical load directly on top of the piles to be
tested. In current practice, loads are applied by jacking (with a hydraulic
ram) against a stable, loaded platform, or against a test frame anchored to
reaction piles. Typical loading arrangements are illustrated in the referenced ASTM D1143 Standard. If reaction piles are used, various studies have
indicated that the distance between these piles and the test piles should be a
minimum of at least 5 pile diameters for nondisplacement piles to up to
10 diameters for displacement piles.
(3) Jacks and Load Cells. Most load tests are conducted with hydraulic
jacks to apply the load, and load cells to measure the load. The hydraulic
jack ram or the load cell should have a spherical head to minimize eccentricity between the jack and the loading frame. Both the jack (with pressure
gage) and the load cell should be calibrated by a qualified lab to include
calibration curves. During the load test both the load cell and the jack
pressure gage should be read and compared. In the event it is later discovered or determined that the load cell has malfunctioned, the pressure gage
readings will then be available. It is also important during the test to continually monitor the load cell to ensure that the load increment is being
maintained at a constant value. The load has a tendency to decrease due to
pile penetration into the ground, deflection of the test beams, and loss of
hydraulic fluid from leaking valves, etc.
(4) Measuring Devices. Settlement measurement devices are usually dial
gages, with some other independent system as a backup. It is important to
protect these devices from the weather, since direct sunlight can significantly affect the readings. The ASTM D1143 Standard illustrates a typical
installation. Consideration should also be given to measuring the lateral
movement of the pile during the test procedure to detect eccentric loading
conditions. All dial gages should be calibrated by a qualified lab.
(5) Instrumentation. If the distribution of the pile load along its embedded length is required, and not merely the total or ultimate load, the pile
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should be instrumented with telltales or strain gages. All instrumentation
should be tested after the pile is driven to verify that it is still functioning properly. Refer to the ASTM D1143 Standard for possible telltale arrangements. A strain-gage system may also be used. These systems, although
generally more expensive, but can yield excellent results if properly installed and read.
(6) Net Settlement. Provisions should be made during the pile tests to
determine the net settlement of the pile (i.e. the total settlement less the
elastic compression of the pile and soil). This is required to develop a net
settlement (i.e. the pile tip movement) versus load curve to determine pile
capacity. Net settlement may be determined by loading and unloading the pile
in cycles (see the ASTM D1143-81 Standard (Item 25)) by employing a telltale
located at the pile tip.
(7) Technical Specifications. Plans and specifications for the pile
test should be developed generally in accordance with the referenced ASTM
D1143 Standard and should be specifically modified as needed to satisfy the
particular project requirements and subsurface conditions. Technical specifications should include the following as a minimum:
(a)

Type, size, length, and location of pile(s) to be tested

(b)

Size and capacity of pile driving equipment

(c)

Driving criteria and any special installation methods required

(d)

Types of tests to be conducted and maximum testing capacity neces-

sary
(e) Required testing equipment and instrumentation, including calibration, to be furnished
(f)

Testing procedures to be followed

(g)

Data to be recorded and reported

(h)

Report format to be followed

(i)

Provisions for additional tests

(j)

Payment schedule and schedule of bid items

b.

Tension.

(1) General. The load test should basically conform to the procedures
contained in ASTM D3689-78 (Item 23). This standard is recommended as a
guide, and should be modified as required to satisfy individual project requirements. Important aspects of the test are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
(2) Testing. Tension tests are often conducted on piles which have
previously been tested in axial compression. Some advantages to this are: a
direct comparison of tension and compression on the same subsurface profile,
cost savings in not having to drive an additional pile, and information on
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piles that must function in both tension and compression under operating
conditions. Some disadvantages are: residual stresses may significantly
affect the results, remolding of the soil may take place during the first
test, and a waiting period is generally required between the compression and
tension test. Appropriate references should be consulted relative to residual
stresses and the necessary waiting period (paragraph 6-3d(5)).
(3) Other Considerations. The same aspects of compression tests need to
be considered for conducting tension tests: applying the load, use of jacks,
load cells, measuring devices and instrumentation, net settlement, and technical specifications. Paragraph 6-3a and the referenced ASTM Standards must be
referred to for compression and tension tests. Interpretation of test results
is described in paragraph 6-3e.
c.

Quick Load Tests.

(1) General. The load test outlined in the referenced ASTM
D1143 Standard (Item 25) can be described as a slow, maintained-load test.
The duration of this procedure can exceed 70 hours or longer, especially when
cyclic loading is included. There are alternatives to this "slow" test when
time is of the essence, or when a quick method is needed to verify service
pile capacities that were projected from test piles using the slow,
maintained-load method. These alternatives are the constant-rate-ofpenetration test (CRP), and the quick, maintained-load test. Both of these
methods are permissible options described in the referenced ASTM Standard
(Item 25). The CRP test appears to be seldom used in this country. The
quick, maintained-load test is often used, although its format has many
variations.
(2) CRP Test. In a CRP test, the load is applied to cause the pile head
to settle at a predetermined constant rate, usually in the vicinity of
0.01 inch per minute to 0.1 inch per minute, depending on whether the subsurface conditions are cohesive or granular, respectively. The duration of
the test is usually 1 to 4 hours, depending on the variation used. The particular advantage of the CRP test is that it can be conducted in less than one
working day. A disadvantage is that ordinary pumps with pressure holding devices like those used for "slow" tests are difficult to use for the CRP test.
A more suitable pump is one that can provide a constant, nonpulsing flow of
oil. Appropriate references should be consulted relative to the CRP test, if
it is utilized.
(3) Quick Maintained-Load Test. In this test, the load is applied in
increments of about 10 percent of the proposed design load and maintained for
a constant time interval, usually about 2 to 15 minutes. The duration of this
test will generally be about 45 minutes to 2 hours, again depending on the
variation selected. The advantage of this test, like the CRP test, is that it
can be completed in less than 1 working day. Also, unlike the CRP test, no
special equipment is required. Appropriate references should be studied if
this test is utilized.
(4) Other Considerations. The same aspects of axial load testing discussed in paragraphs 6-3a and 6-3b, and the referenced ASTM Standards
(Items 23 and 25), need to be considered for "quick" tests. These include
applying the load, use of jacks, load cells, measuring devices and
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instrumentation, net settlement, and technical specifications, when applicable. Refer to paragraph 6-3e for interpretation of test results.
d.

General Considerations.

(1) Reaction Pile Effects. If a pile is loaded by jacking against reaction piles, the effects of the reaction piles on the test pile (increase or
decrease in intergranular pressures) should be taken into consideration.
(2) Load to Failure. Test piles should be loaded to failure when possible, as this test yields valuable information to the designer. Ideally, care
must be taken as failure is approached to collect data more frequently than at
sub-failure loads and to maintain the same rate of loading employed before
reaching failure.
(3) Pile Driving Analyzer or Quick Tests. On a large or significant
structure, consideration should be given to using a pile driving analyzer
and/or performing quick tests in conjunction with the regular test pile program. The additional information provided (hammer efficiency, etc.) could aid
the designer in evaluating the adequacy of the service piles, should unexpected problems develop, without having to conduct additional and costly
conventional pile testing. In conjunction with the pile driving analyzer, a
wave equation analysis should be performed prior to the pile test to calibrate
the wave equation analysis with the results of the pile driving analyzer.
Refer to Chapter 5, paragraph 5-3a for a discussion of the wave equation
analysis. The pile driving analyzer is discussed in paragraph 5-4a. On a
smaller or less significant project, the use of a pile driving analyzer may
not be economically justified. However, a wave equation analysis is very
simple to run and should be performed.
(4) Location of Test Site. Test piles should be located as near as possible to a boring. In many instances, circumstances warrant that a boring be
taken specifically for the pile test. Piezometric data should also be available. Conditions measured by the piezometers should be correlated with
design/operating conditions.
(5) Waiting Period. The waiting period between the driving of the test
piles and the pile load test should allow sufficient time for dissipation of
excess pore water pressures resulting from the pile driving operation. If
sufficient time is not allowed, the test results may mislead the engineer to
select pile capacities that are lower than the actual values. This waiting
period is a function of many interrelated complex factors and can significantly affect the results of the pile test. Generally, piles driven into
cohesive foundations require more time than those placed in granular materials. For the cohesive case, 14 days is recommended. An absolute minimum of
7 days is required. The referenced ASTM Standards (Items 23 and 25) have some
guidance in this area. Other references should be studied before writing the
technical specifications, if applicable. For cast-in-place concrete piles, the
waiting period should consider the curing time and resulting strength of the
concrete, and the possible effects of concrete hydration on the soil surrounding the pile.
(6) Reporting Test Results. Data from the load tests should be recorded
and reported in an orderly fashion. Items to be included are listed in the
referenced ASTM Standards (choose only those that are applicable to the
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project requirements). Results will often be used to estimate axial capacity
and/or driving characteristics for other projects with similar subsurface conditions, or expansion/modification of the existing project. Thus, it is important to maintain records in a manner that will be useful and easy to interpret at some future date.
e. Interpretation of Results. The interpretation of the tests results
generally involves two phases, analyzing the actual test data, and application
of the final test results to the overall design of the service piles and the
structure.
(1) Axial Capacity Determination Method. There are many empirical and
arbitrary methods available to determine the axial capacity of a pile from
load test data. Some of these methods are contained in bibliographical material found in Appendix A. It should be noted that the methods described in
Table 6-1 are for informational purposes only, are not necessarily current
practice, nor necessarily recommended by the respective listed sources. The
methods are listed merely to indicate historical practice and the diversity of
philosophy.
(a) Corps of Engineers Method. The following method has often been used
by the Corps of Engineers and has merit: determine the load that causes a
movement of 0.25 inch on the net settlement curve; determine the load that
corresponds to the point at which the settlement curve has a significant
change in slope (commonly called the tangent method); and determine the load
that corresponds to the point on the curves that has a slope of 0.01 inch per
ton. The average of the three loads determined in this manner would be considered the ultimate axial capacity of the pile. If one of these three procedures yields a value that differs significantly from the other two, judgment
should be used before including or excluding this value from the average. A
suitable factor of safety should be applied to the resulting axial pile capacity. See Figure 6-1 for an example of this method.
(b) Davisson Method. A commonly used method to evaluate pile tests is
one suggested by Davisson (Item 30). The failure load is defined as the point
at which the movement of the pile butt exceeds the elastic compression of the
pile by 0.15 inch plus a factor (B/120) that is a function of pile diameter
(B). The advantage of this method is the inclusion of physical pile size
(length and diameter) in the definition of failure load. This failure load
should exceed two times the allowable load.
(2) Foundation Considerations. Once the axial capacity of the pile is
established, the next step is to interpret this information relative to the
known foundation conditions, the nature of the loads on the structure, the
size and significance of the structure, and any other pertinent information.
(a) Group Effects. It should be noted that the results of a single pile
test may not indicate the capacity of a group of similar piles. The effects
of group loading are experienced much deeper in the foundation than those of
the single pile. Group loading may result in the consolidation of a soft clay
layer that would otherwise be unaffected by a single pile loaded to the same
unit load.
(b) Settlement. A pile test on a single pile will generally yield sufficient data to determine the failure load or bearing capacity. However, the
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Table 6-1
Methods of Pile Load Test Interpretation

1.

Limiting Total Butt Settlement
a.
b.
c.

2.

Limiting Plastic Settlement
a.
b.

3.

1.0 in. (Holland)
10% of tip diameter (United Kingdom)
Elastic settlement + D/30 (Canada)

0.25 in. (AASHO, N.Y. State, Louisiana)
0.5 in. (Boston) [complete relaxation of pile assumed]

Limiting Ratio:

Plastic/Elastic Settlement

1.5 (Christiani and Nielson of Denmark)
4.

Limiting Ratio:
a.
b.

5.

6.

Plastic Settlement/Unit Load

Total
0.01 in./ton (N.Y. City)
Incremental 0.003 in./ton (Raymond International)

Load-Settlement Curve Interpretation
a.
b.
c.

7.

Total
0.01 in./ton (California, Chicago)
Incremental 0.03 in./ton (Ohio)
0.05 in./ton (Raymond International)

Limiting Ratio:
a.
b.

Settlement/Unit Load

Maximum curvature - plot log total settlement vs log load; choose
point of maximum curvature
Tangents - plot tangents to general slopes of upper and lower portion
of curves; observe point of intersection
Break point - observe point at which plastic settlement curve breaks
sharply; observe point at which gross settlement curve
breaks sharply (Los Angeles)

Plunge
Find loading at which the pile "plunges," (i.e., the load increment could
not be maintained after pile penetration was greater than 0.2 B).

8.

Texas Quick Load
Construct tangent to initial slope of the load vs gross settlement curve;
construct tangent to lower portion of the load vs gross settlement curve
at 0.05 in./ton slope; the intersection of the two tangent lines is the
"ultimate bearing capacity."
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Figure 6-1. Corps of Engineers method for
determining axial capacity
pile test does not provide data relative to the settlement of the pile under
operating conditions in a cohesive foundation. The load test is generally
conducted in too short a time frame to enable clays to consolidate. Therefore, a significant amount of settlement may occur during the life of the
structure--settlement that would not be predicted by the pile test. For granular foundations however, the pile test does generally yield adequate data on
bearing capacity and settlement.
(c) Operating Conditions. Consideration should be given to the possibility that the test pile conditions may differ significantly from the operating conditions for the structure. Examples are: potential uplift in pervious
strata that are dewatered during the pile test; backfill or excavation after
the pile test; the nature of the loading on the piles (static, dynamic, long
term, short term, etc.); battered service piles in lieu of vertical test
piles; lateral loading effects; and negative skin friction.
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(d) Driving Effects. The effects of driving many service piles may
change the conditions existing during the test. Piles driven into a granular
material may densify the foundation and increase pile capacity, while piles
driven into a sensitive cohesive foundation may decrease pile capacity.
(e) Layered Foundations. Layered foundations may cause service piles to
perform differently than indicated by test piles. During a test pile loading,
a cohesive layer may be supporting the piles. During the life of the service
pile, this same cohesive layer may consolidate under the load, and transfer
the load to another soil layer not stressed during the pile test. The service
pile may also shift from being a friction pile to being more of an end bearing
pile under similar conditions.
(f) Residual Stresses. Residual stresses that may be present during the
pile test may be significant and must be considered. These stresses may be
detected by instrumenting the piles and taking readings prior to and just
after driving. If residual stresses are present, it may be necessary to
consider these stresses when evaluating the distribution of the tip and skin
resistance.
(g) Tip Elevations. Finally, if the pile tests are used to project pile
capacity for tip elevations other than those tested, caution should be exercised. In a complex or layered foundation, selecting a tip elevation for the
service piles different from the test piles may possibly change the pile
capacity to values other than those projected by the test. As an example,
shortening the service piles may place the tips above a firm bearing stratum
into a soft clay layer. In addition to a loss in bearing capacity, this clay
layer may consolidate over time and cause a transfer of the pile load to another stratum. Lengthening the service piles may cause similar problems and
actually reduce the load capacity of the service piles if the tips are placed
below a firm bearing stratum. Also, extending tips deeper into a firmer
bearing stratum may cause driving problems requiring the use of jetting, predrilling, etc. These techniques could significantly alter the load capacity
of the service piles relative to the values revealed by the test pile program
and should be considered in setting tip elevations for service piles.
6-4.

Monotonic Lateral Load Test.

a. General. The main purpose of a lateral load test is to verify the
values of nh or Es used in design. The value of the cyclic reduction factor used in design can also be verified if the test pile is cyclicly loaded
for approximately 100 cycles. The basis for conducting a lateral load test
should be ASTM D3966-81 (Item 24) modified to satisfy the specific project
requirements.
b. Applying Load. A lateral load test is most easily conducted by jacking one pile against another. In this manner, two lateral load tests can be
conducted simultaneously. When applying the lateral load to the pile, it is
important to apply the load at the ground surface with no restraint at the
pile head. This gives a free-head pile boundary condition and makes the data
easy to reduce to curves of nh or Es versus pile top deflection. The
loads are applied with a hydraulic jack. A spherical bearing head should be
used to minimize eccentric loading.
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c. Instrumentation. The minimum amount of instrumentation needed would
be dial gages to measure lateral pile head deflection and a load cell to measure applied load. A load cell should be used to measure load instead of the
pressure gage on the jack because pressure gage measurements are known to be
inaccurate. Additional instrumentation could consist of another level of dial
gages so the slope at the top of the pile can be calculated, and an inclinometer for the full length of the pile so that lateral pile deflection at any
depth along the pile can be calculated. If p-y curves are necessary for the
pile foundation design, then strain gages along the pile to measure bending
moment are needed. However, since the purpose of lateral load tests described
in this section is to verify or determine pile-soil properties to be used in
the normal design of a civil works project, the use of strain gages along the
length of the pile is not recommended. Accurate strain-gage data are difficult to obtain and only of value in research work where p-y curves are being
developed. Strain gages should not be installed by construction contractors
because they do not have the necessary expertise to install them. If strain
gages are used, consultants experienced in their use should be hired to
install them, and record and reduce the data.
d.

General Considerations.

(1) Groundwater. The location of the ground-water table has an effect
on how laterally loaded piles behave. For this reason it is important to have
the groundwater table during testing as near as possible to the level that
will exist during operation of the structure.
(2) Load to Failure. It is important to carry the load test to failure.
Failure is defined as when the incremental loading can not be maintained.
(3) Location of Test Site. Piles should be located as near to the site
of the structure as possible and in similar materials.
(4) Reporting Test Results. Accurate records should be made of the pile
installation, of load testing, and of the load test data to document the test.
6-5.

Cyclic Lateral Load Test.

a. General. The main purpose of a cyclic lateral load test is to verify
the value of the cyclic loading reduction factor (Rc) used in design.
Approximately 100 cycles of load should be used in a cyclic load test. The
load test should be conducted according to ASTM D3966-81 (Item 24) modified as
necessary for cyclic loading and specific project requirements. The instrumentation, equipment, and test layout necessary for conducting the cyclic load
test is similar to that required for the monotonic lateral load test.
b. Procedure. Generally the cyclic lateral load test would be done in
combination with the monotonic lateral load test on the same piles. Since
repeated testing of the same pile can cause permanent nonrecoverable deformations in the soil, the sequence of testing is important. One sequence for
doing the monotonic and cyclic lateral load test is outlined as follows: The
designer must first select the load level of the cyclic test. This may be
done from a known load level applied to the pile founded monoliths or a
deflection criterion. A deflection criterion would consist of loading the
load test piles to a predetermined deflection and then using that load level
for the cyclic load test. Using the cyclic load level, the test piles would
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be cyclically loaded from zero loading to the load level of the cyclic load
test. This cyclic loading procedure would be repeated for the number of
cycles required. Dial gage readings of lateral deflection of the pile head
should be made at a minimum at each zero load level and at each maximum cyclic
load level. Additional dial gage readings can be made as necessary. After
the last cycle of cyclic loading has been released the test piles should then
be loaded laterally to failure. That portion of the final cycle of load to
failure above the cyclic test load can be superimposed on the initial cycle of
loading to get the lateral load-deflection curve of the piles to failure.
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